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M400A
Fridge Magnet (50mm x 50mm)

M400B
Fridge Magnet (50mm x 70mm)

M400E
Fridge Magnet (50mm x 70mm)

M400F
Fridge Magnet (50mm x 90mm - Forme Cut)

A low price cornerstone to any successful brand‘s

A low price cornerstone to any successful brand’s

A low price cornerstone to any successful brand’s

A low price cornerstone to any successful brand’s

promotional items. These custom magnets serve as a great

promotional items. These custom magnets serve as a great

promotional items. These custom magnets serve as a great

promotional items. These custom magnets serve as a great

personalised gift to best display your branding!

personalised gift to best display your branding!

personalised gift to best display your branding!

personalised gift to best display your branding!

M400C
Square Cut Fridge Magnet (50mm x 90mm)

M400D
Square Fridge Magnet (50mm x 50mm)

M403
Magnetic Poetry (210mm x 150mm)

M404
Mini Magnetic Photo Frame (95mm x 95mm)

A low price cornerstone to any successful brand’s

A low price cornerstone to any successful brand’s

Get creative and test your word play with this unique

A fun way to display your branding on this custom magnet.

promotional items. These custom magnets serve as a great

promotional items. These custom magnets serve as a great

custom magnet. Display your messages for all to see on any

Show your personal photos up high and with pride on this

personalised gift to best display your branding!

personalised gift to best display your branding!

metallic surface. Enquire today!

unique promotional product. Enquire now!
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M401
Magnetic Photo Frame
(145mm x 180mm)

M405
Magnetic Jigsaw
(285mm x 195mm)

M407C
Standard Magnet Van
Shaped To Do Lists

BB100
Button Badge 100mm

A fun way to display your branding on

Puzzle your clients with this fun and quirky

Tick off those tedious tasks or remind

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

this custom magnet. Show your personal

personalised gift idea. Imprint your image

yourself of upcoming important dates with

yet highly effective way to extend your

photos up high and with pride on this

as the final result of hours of fun with us!

this custom to do list magnet. Perfect for

branding with custom badges. Get in touch

unique promotional product. Enquire now!

Contact today!

the home or office. Enquire now!

with us today!

Wear your brand with pride with these

BB65
Button Badge 65mm
Wear your brand with pride with these customisable
personalised gifts. A simple yet highly effective way to
extend your branding with custom badges. Get in touch
with us today!

M408A
Magnetic Whiteboard
(148mm x 210mm)

M408B
Magnetic Whiteboard
(210mm x 297mm)

M408C
Magnetic Whiteboard
(297mm x 420mm)

BB44
Button Badge 44mm

Leave notes, reminders and messages in

Leave notes, reminders and messages in

Leave notes, reminders and messages in

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

any work space or kitchen with this custom

any work space or kitchen with this custom

any work space or kitchen with this custom

yet highly effective way to extend your

magnetic whiteboard. A handy custom

magnetic whiteboard. A handy custom

magnetic whiteboard. A handy custom

branding with custom badges. Get in touch

magnet. Enquire today!

magnet. Enquire today!

magnet. Enquire today!

with us today!

BB25
Button Badge 25mm

BB32
Button Badge 32mm

BB37
Button Badge 37mm

BB56
Button Badge 56mm

Wear your brand with pride with these

Wear your brand with pride with these

Wear your brand with pride with these

Wear your brand with pride with these

BB75
Button Badge 75mm

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

Wear your brand with pride with these customisable

yet highly effective way to extend your

yet highly effective way to extend your

yet highly effective way to extend your

yet highly effective way to extend your

personalised gifts. A simple yet highly effective way to

branding with custom badges. Get in touch

branding with custom badges. Get in touch

branding with custom badges. Get in touch

branding with custom badges.Get in touch

extend your branding with custom badges. Get in touch

with us today!

with us today!

with us today!

with us today!

with us today!
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BB90
Button Badge 90mm

HCI106A
Reinforced Ruler
Measure up to 30cm of length with this branded ruler. Full

HCI107A
Double Sided Door Hanger
(100mm x 200mm)

CL104
Desk Calendar
(215mm W x 110mm H)

Wear your brand with pride with these customisable
personalised gifts. A simple yet highly effective way to

colour and imprinting options available now. Just get in

A great value, low cost promotional product. These card

Conveniently view this calendar from your desk. Mark dates

extend your branding with custom badges. Enquire!

touch to secure a sample!

door hangers are waiting to feature your image, branding or

and important events with this handy promotional tool.

message. Contact us today!

Contact us today!

CL105
Desk Calendar
(140mm W x 110mm H)

CL102
Magnetic Tab Calendar

Measure up to 30cm of length with this branded ruler. Full

HCI07
Door Hangers
(100mm x 200mm)

colour and imprinting options available now. Just get in

A great value, low cost promotional product. These card

Conveniently view this calendar from your desk. Mark dates

touch to secure a sample!

door hangers are waiting to feature your image, branding or

and important events with this handy promotional tool.

message. Contact us today!

Contact us today!

HCI106
Ruler

8

(148mm W x 210mm H)

A simple yet effective way to promote your brand with a
low budget. These magnetic tab calendars make for great
promotional gifts. Enquire today!
9

CL101
Magnetic Tab Calendar
(210mm x 110mm)

PP103A
A3 Note pad
(25 leaves per pad)

PP103
A3 Note Pad
(50 leaves per pad)

BR1
Premium Bar Runner
(890mm x 250mm)

BR2
Mini Bar Runner
(440mm x 242mm)

AM1
Admats
(850mm x 550mm)

A simple yet effective way to promote your

A large A3 notepad, perfect as a

A large A3 notepad, perfect as a

Great for picking up spill after spill.

Small in size and big on impression. This

Make a good first impression upon any

brand with a low budget. These calendars

personalised gift for clients with 25 leaves

personalised gift for clients with 50 leaves

The Premium Bar Runner sports super

mini bar runner is perfect for catching small

potential customer or client when they walk

make for great promotional gifts. Get in

per pad and your unique branding. Get in

per pad and your unique branding. Get in

absorbent polyester so you can leave the

spills and has a rubberised base to keep it

through the door of your business. These

touch with us today!

touch with us today!

touch with us today!

clean up as an afterthought. Contact us!

in place. Enquire today!

admats are available to be yours now!

PP102A
A4 Note pad
(50 leaves per pad)

PP101A
A5 Note Pad
(50 leaves per pad)

PP101
A5 Note pad
(25 leaves per pad)

M409
T-Magnet with Clip
A custom magnet that is perfect for

C1B
Deluxe Coaster
(95mm x 95mm/95mm diameter)

MM107A
(230mm x 190mm)
Flip-Top Mouse Mat

An A4 branded notepad, perfect as a

An A5 branded notepad, perfect as a

An A5 branded notepad, perfect as a

fridges, cabinets and metal surfaces. The

A classic and timeless promotional product

Just flip the lid to store and view your

personalised gift for clients with 50 leaves

personalised gift for clients with 50 leaves

personalised gift for clients with 25 leaves

magnet can even hold papers and photos!

that any client or customer is sure to love.

personal photos, reminders and notes to

per pad and your unique branding. Get in

per pad and your unique branding. Get in

per pad and your unique branding. Get in

Call us today!

The rubber material means it will keep a

keep you going throughout the workday. A

touch with us today!

touch with us today!

touch with us today!

firm grip but is easily moved!

great personalised gift for a client!

M420
A3 Magnetic Whiteboard
with Notepad

M418
Magnetic Whiteboard To Do List

HCI101
Sun Visors

All you could ever need for taking notes,

Stay out of the sun with these branded sun

MM102A
Deluxe Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

MM104A
Repositional Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

Use either the large whiteboard space or

important information and lists with this 2

visors, perfect as a personalised gift for a

the smaller notepad to take messages,
improtant dates and reminders with ease.

1 0

in 1 promotional product. Get in touch with
us today!

valued client. Contact us to learn more!

MM102C
Deluxe Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

A high quality mouse mat to feature your

A high quality mouse mat to feature your

A textured mouse mat that can display an

prominent branding. This promotional

prominent branding. This promotional

image on either side. With a high surface

product makes for a fine personalised gift.

product makes for a fine personalised gift.

area for branding, this item is a must have!

1 1

CMR302
Deluxe Counter Mat
(420mm x 297mm)

CR1-R
Ezi Gripz Coasters
(95mm diameter)

CR1-S
Ezi Gripz Coasters
(95mm x 95mm)

Display your branding in all its glory! The

These custom branded coasters can be

These custom branded coasters can be

large surface area of this counter mat

yours now! With a vinyl material backing,

yours now! With a vinyl material backing,

is sure to leave an impression on any

they easily grip onto any flat surface and

they easily grip onto any flat surface and

customer who encounters it. Contact us!

are fully adjustable. Enquire today!

are fully adjustable. Enquire today!

CM301B
Point Of Sale Counter Mat
(420mm x 594mm)
A large surface area for your branding coupled with a
smooth matt finish to make the ultimate P.O.S. mat. Get in

CM301A
Point Of Sale Counter Mat
(420mm x 594mm)
A large surface area for your branding coupled with a
smooth matt finish to make the ultimate P.O.S. mat. Get in

touch to learn more!

touch to learn more!

CM302B
Deluxe Counter Mat
(420mm x 297mm)

MMR101
Ezi Gripz Mouse Mats
(230mm x 190mm)

MMR102
Ezi Gripz Mouse Mats
(205mm x 145mm)

Enjoy the comforts of a new high quality

Enjoy the comforts of a new high quality

mouse mat. This textured mat comes with

mouse mat. This textured mat comes with

a patented vinyl material that grips to flat

a patented vinyl material that grips to flat

surfaces with ease. Get in touch!

surfaces with ease. Get in touch!

C1A
Round Deluxe Coaster
(95mm x 95mm, 95mm diameter)

CM302A
Deluxe Counter Mat
(420mm x 297mm)

CM303A
Ultimate Counter Mat
(420mm x 297mm)

Drink marks and stains are a thing of the

Display your branding in all its glory! The

The hard PVC plastic surface of this

CM303B
Framed Insert Counter Mat
(420mm x 297mm)

past with these unique branded coasters,

large surface area of this counter mat

promotional product means that it is great

Keep personal photos, deals and promotions on display with

Display your branding in all its glory! The large surface area

perfect as a personalised gift or custom

is sure to leave an impression on any

for retaining quality over long periods with

this unique windowed counter mat. Made from PVC plastic,

of this counter mat is sure to leave an impression on any

item. Contact us today!

customer who encounters it. Contact us!

little chance of scratching.

this promotional item is made to last!

customer who encounters it. Contact us!
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MMR103
Mouse Mat & Coaster Set
(230mm x 190mm, 95mm dia)
A perfect branded set for any desk setup.
These promotional products feature 2
coasters and a high quality textured mouse
mat with Ezi Grip patenting. Enquire!

1 3

MM101A
Budget Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

MM102B
Deluxe Mouse Mat
(205mm x 145mm)

MM105A
Fabric Mouse Mat
(225mm x 185mm)

MM105B
Fabric Mouse Mat
(225mm x 185mm)

One of our most popular mouse mats. This smooth and

A high quality mouse mat to feature your prominent

A soft fabric mouse mat that provides a seamless user

A soft fabric mouse mat that provides a seamless user

lightly textured material comes with your unique branding to

branding. This promotional product makes for a fine

experience for any mouse and to ensure the productivity

experience for any mouse and to ensure the productivity

be showcased in all its glory. Contact us!

personalised gift. Enquire today to learn more!

never stops. This best seller can be yours now!

never stops. This best seller can be yours now!

MM104B
Repositional Mouse Mat
(205mm x 145mm)

MM109A
Photo Frame Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

MM118
Calendar Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

MM103A
Optical Friendly Mouse Mat

A textured mouse mat that can display an image on either

Keep your most valued photos, notes and reminders behind

Have important dates at your fingertips with this unique

side. With a high surface area for your branding, this item is

this clear plastic window that acts as your personalised

branded promotional product. Tear away and write on

a must have promotional product!

mouse mat. Enquire today to learn more!

pages that are designed to act as a mouse mat.

1 4

(230mm x 190mm)

A promotional mouse mat designed to increase the
responsiveness of the typical computer mouse for an easier
and smoother experience. Contact us to learn more!
1 5

VS103
Vinyl Sticker
(75 x 210mm)

VS102
Vinyl Sticker
(50 x 210mm)

GPS102
Gloss Paper Sticker
(50 x 210mm)

NP171
Floor Decal Sticker Outdoor Or Indoor Use

A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.

A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.

A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.

custom Floor Decals. It’s not too late to stop the spread. Get

Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your

Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your

Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your

in touch with us today!

business quickly. Contact us today!

business quickly. Contact us today!

business quickly. Contact us today!

VS101
Vinyl Sticker
(75 x 75mm)

GPS103
Gloss Paper Sticker
(75 x 210mm)

A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.

A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.

Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your

Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your

business quickly. Contact us today!

business quickly. Contact us today!
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GPS101
Gloss Paper Sticker
(75 x 75mm)
A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.
Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your
business quickly. Contact us today!

Ensure a 1.5m social distance in a busy area with these

GPS101
Gloss Paper Sticker
(75 x 75 mm)
A classic yet effective way to quickly spread your brand.
Stick it to your car, fridge or wherever and promote your
business quickly. Contact us today!
1 7

RB191-1200
Deluxe 1200mm Roll Up Banner
A great banner to best display your logo or branding.
Contact us now to learn more!

RB191-850
Deluxe 850mm Roll Up Banner
A great banner to best display your logo or branding.
Contact us now to learn more!

NP172
Digital Iron-On Transfer
Printed garments are made possible with this Digital IronOn Transfer. Cost-effective and easy use, this product is
not to be missed. Talk to us today!

1 8

1 9
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RB304
Jim Jam Tote Bag

RB305
Jagg Tote Bag

The Jim Jam Tote Bag is sweet and subtle eco-friendly

Explore the potential of environmentalism with the Jagg Tote

statement. Every 100 units sold plants a native tree in

Bag. Showcasing a black trim for a fashionable edge. Talk to

Australian soil. Order a sample today!

us today!

RB306
Jabali Tote Bag

RB1018
Calico Tote Bag

A dynamic and eco-friendly statement for your branding. The

Go back to basics with this simple and stylish Calico Tote

Jabali Tote Bag is an essential tailored to your daily priorities.

Bag. Comfortable and durable, this bag is the perfect every

Enquire today!

day essential. Enquire today!

RB1019
Calico Tote Bag with Gusset

RB301
Reforest Jute Tote Bag

Discover a design brimming with classic simplicity in the

This Refroest Jute Tote Bag is more than just a stylish staple.

Calico Tote Bag. An essential and trending staple for your

Durable, fashionable, and every 100 units plants a tree in

branding. Talk to us today!

Australian soil. Learn more today!
2 2
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RB302
Reforest Jute Shopping Bag

RB1020
Calico Drawstring Bag

B363
Flamenco Tote Bag

RB1017
Shopping Tote Bag with Gusset

With the Reforest Jute Shopping Bag, you can limit your

Embrace a trending material and design. The Calico

Relish in space for your essentails and make the big

Your days of paying for plastic at the supermarket are over.

plastic use and plant a tree with every 100 units purchased.

Drawstring Tote will ensure a classic edge to your branding.

statement you need. The Flamenco Tote Bag is the perfect

This Shopping Tote Bag will reduce the amount of plastic you

Reimagine the way you brand. Enquire today!

Talk to us today!

product for bold branding. Contact us today!

buy and use. Learn more today!

RB1024
Full-Colour Cotton Tote Bag

EC823
Cotton Tote Bag

RB1008
Large Shopping Tote Bag with Gusset

RB1015
Shopping Tote Bag

An unparalleled fashionable impact. This Full-Colour Cotton

Connect to style and simplicity with this Cotton Bag. Bring

With a large capacity and reinforced strength, this Shopping

A Shopping Tote Bag will bring a little eco-friendly love

Tote Bag will create the dynamic effect that your brand

an every day essential into your lifestyle for all kinds of

Tote Bag is a daily essential for groceries of any size. Talk to

into your daily routine, carrying anything from groceries to

images needs. Order a sample today!

occassions. Learn more today!

us today!

essentials. Connect with us today!

B560
Crosshatch Tote Bag

B563
Shopping Tote Bag with Waves

RB1010
Non-Woven Gift Bag

RB1027
Shopping Tote Bag with V Gusset

Reinforced durability and a sleek design, the Crosshatch Tote

All the benefits of a Shopping Tote Bag with an added sense

Even the smallest presents will look special in this Non-Wo-

Discover an eco-friendly alternative to plastic with a Shop-

Bag is at the height of convenience. Ideal for daily trips to the

of style! Featuring a heat-pressed wave design, discover the

ven Gift Bag. The perfect pairing to any personalised gift, talk

ping Tote Bag. With a V-gusset, this bag is large and durable.

supermarket. Enquire today!

uniqueness of this tote bag today!

to us today!

Explore today!
2 4
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RB200
Grocery Tote Bag

RB1020
Calico Drawstring Bag

Enjoy a compact alternative to plastic bags with the Grocery

Embrace a trending material and design. The Calico

Tote Bag. Lightweight, yet durable, this tote is perfect for the

Drawstring Tote will ensure a classic edge to your branding.

every day. Give us a call!

Talk to us today!

RB1022
Stadium Tote Bag

RB1021
Stadium Drawstring Bag

Make your branding extraordinary and unique with the

Uniquely enhance your brand image with the Stadium

Stadium Tote Bag. A bold design and approved for stadium

Drawstring Bag. Clear your mind of stress and expose your

events. Enquire today!

brand to a large audience. Enquire today!

RB1032
Clear Tote Bag

RB1025
Full-Colour Drawstring Bag

Discover a new and revitalising style in tote bags. The

The bag you need for a vivid and vibrant impact in your

modern simplicity of the Clear Tote Bag is unparalleled. Order

branding. A Full-Colour Drawstring Bag ensures comfort,

a sample today!

strength and dynamicism. Enquire today!

B529
Ball Tote Bag

B701
Chiaro Tote Bag

RB1023
Large Stadium Drawstring Bag

B559
Silver Drawstring Bag

Avoid the hassle of a large and cumbersome accessory with

Bring a sense of style to your daily essentials with the Chiaro

The perfect promotional bag for style and exposure. A

Space and silver, this branded bag has it all! The Silver

the Ball Tote Bag. Able to fold into a small pouch, the bag is

Tote Bag. A custom tote bag designed for comfort and so-

Stadium Drawstring bag celebrates all the benefits of

Drawstring Bag features a headphone hole and zippered

readily accessible. Contact us today!

phistication. Contact us today!

essential branding. Talk to us today!

pocket. Contact us today!
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B562
Crosshatch Drawstring Bag

RB1026
Drawstring Cooler Bag

The Crosshatch Drawstring Bag offers a sporty design for

Discover the ease of transporting fresh produce with this

bold branding. Features an additional zipper for extra space.

heat-sealed Drawstring Cooler Bag. Insulated to maintain any

Connect with us today!

temperature. Give us a call today!

RB1013
Non-Woven Drawstring Bag

B561
Waves Drawstring Bag

A branding essential, the Non-Woven Drawstring Bag is

A unique bag to build your brand image, the Waves

durable and practical. Featuring reinforced eyelets and a

Drawstring Bag features wave embellishment and a

zippered pocket. Enquire today!

headphone hole. Connect with us today!

RB1009
Tech Drawstring Bag

RB1016
Gym Drawstring Bag

Maximum ease on the go and the sport sophistication you

Sporty and sleek, this Gym Drawstring Bag puts your comfort

need. The Tech Drawstring Bag features a front pocket and

first throughout your daily activity. Keep all your essentials

tech port for your headphones. Enquire today!

safe on the go. Contact us today!
2 8
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D336
Foldable Lunch Cooler Bag

RB1033
Lunch-Time Cooler Bag

RB1014
6-Can Cooler Bag

D602
2-Bottle Cooler Bag

There is nothing better than a fresh lunch, so have one every

By the beach, at the park, or in the break room, keep your

Create that combo of a warm day and a cool drink. The

Keep your beverages safe and cold with the 2-Bottle Cooler

day with this Foldable Lunch Cooler Bag. Give us a call today!

lunches fresh and ready to eat with the Lunch-Time Cooler

6-Can Cooler Bag gives you space for your favourite

Bag. With a bottle opener included, discover all the essential

Bag. Talk to us today!

beverages and extra snacks. Enquire today!

benefits. Contact us today!

RB1034
Snack-Time Cooler Bag

D294
Cooler Bag Stool

D572
Cooler Bag Set

D598
Silver Lunch Cooler Bag

A little snack here and there is healthy, so keep your treats

This Cooler Bag Stool is an essential for outdoors. Protect

Why should you only stop at a bag? This Cooler Bag Set

Enjoy a fresh lunch with a Silver Lunch Cooler Bag. A unique

fresh with the Snack-Time Cooler Bag. Convenient and

and insulate your food and beverages with an incredible 20L

provides you with all the essentials. Enquire today!

and stylish design with extra space for all your foods. Talk to

compact, give us a call today!

capacity. Enquire today!

us today!
3 0
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H907
10L Dry Bag

RB1031
Urban Commuter Backpack

The immense space of this 10L Dry Bag will put all your

The Urban Commuter Backpack is the perfect bag for every

worries at ease. Cater for all your essentials with care and

day essentials. Celebrating convenience, style and security.

protection. Order a sample today!

Learn more today!

H905
2.5L Dry Bag with Phone Window

RB1028
Clear Travel Case

Bring your essentials to new heights with a 2.5L Dry Bag.

Uniquely enhance your brand image with the Stadium

Compact and transportable, the bag is also durable to pro-

Drawstring Bag. Clear your mind of stress and expose your

tect your essentials. Enquire today!

brand to a large audience. Enquire today!

H908
2.5L Dry Bag

D886
Leicester Conference Bag

Keep your valuables safe and accessible outdoors with this

The Leicester Conference Bag will keep your productivity

personalised 2.5L Dry Bag. Discover an adventurous side to

levels high and your stress levels low. Classic and exquisite

your branding and enquire today!

branding. Talk to us today!

H906
5L Dry Bag

D828
Paddington Backpack

D888
Madison Toiletries Bag

D619
Cotton Duffle Bag

Never worry about bringing your essentials outside with this

Discover a bag that keeps up with your active lifestyle with

The Madison Toiletries Bag brings class to the smallest de-

This Cotton Duffle Bag revitalises the beauty of basics.

5L Dry Bag. Waterproof and durable, protect your essentials

the Paddington Backpack. Multiple storage compartments

tails. Crafted from split leather and microfibre for maximum

Stylish simplicity and convenient comfort. Order a sample

in all conditions. Give us a call!

and a stylish, sporty design. Connect with us today!

comfort. Enquire today!

today!
3 2

D829
Paddington Duffle Bag

D603
Capri Picnic Backpack

Comfort and organisation take the forefront with the

Everything you need in a 4 person picnic set! This

Paddington Duffle Bag. Premium space for essentials and

personalised backpack is sure to catch any client’s attention

branding. Enquire today!

to make a great promotional gift. Contact us!

D624
Urban Picnic Backpack
Eat up and drink up anywhere you choose with the Urban
Picnic Backpack. The perfect bag for socialising over lunch,
or transporting fresh food. Enquire today!
3 3

3 4

everyone has
to drink so why
not help them
think of you
everytime
they do
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Drinkware
Collection

S733
Lakeland Tritan Insulated Bottle

D112
Aland Aluminium Water Bottle

A classic personalised water bottle that’s

With a sleek metallic finish coming in a

best designed to suit your logo. With

range of classic colours, this promotional

maximum functionality, the Lakeland Tritan

water bottle is sure to attract attention to

Bottle will not dissapoint

your brand. Enquire today!

D315
Midas Water Bottle

S703
La Jolla Water Bottle

NP163
Grano Wheat Straw Water Bottle

The uber stylish Midas bottle is bound to

With a unique curvy shape, elegant design

The Grano 420ml wheat straw bottles are the

turn heads anywhere you take it. Order a

and all the functionality that makes a

perfect essential for your eco-friendly clients. Take

sample today and see for yourself!

custom water bottle great, check out your

a look at how stylish being sustainable can be!

brand on a La Jolla Water Bottle!

S816
Sorento Water Pouch

D160
Folding Water Bottle

NP135
Quencher Plastic Water Bottle

S708
Cupertino Water Bottle

S622
San Clemente Water Bottle

S726
Sparta Tritan Water Bottle

Draw attention to your brand with these

Portability is the name of the game with

Give your brand an edge with the stylish

Classic, stylish and timeless is all that can

This promotional water bottle needs your

Minimalism is the new craze. Check out

vibrant, custom water pouches. Any adven-

this product. With easy fold-ability and

Quencher Plastic Bottle. They make a great

be described for a branded water bottle

proud logo. Shout your brand from the

these classic translucent promotional drink

ture-client of yours will love them. Enquire

customisation to match, our Folding Drink

gift for any client. Enquire today!

like this. Check out our customisable

rooftops in the form of a thoughtful gift

bottles that feature your stunning logo.

today!

Bottles should not be overlooked!

options to get your brand noticed!

with us!

Enquire today!
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D534
Carnival Water Bottle

S506
Arabian Plastic Water Bottle

Classic, stainless and contemporary.

Get this highly customisable branded water

Check out our promotional drinkware and

bottle for your valued client. A timeless

custom water bottles that your clients are

gift that suits any occasion. Get in touch to

guaranteed to love!

learn more now!

S626
Power Shaker Cup

D109
Everton Tritan Water Bottle

S705
San Carlos Water Bottle

Be apart of your audience’s daily routine

A clean and minimal design to best feature your fabulous

With a simple yet classic design to

with our personalised Power Shaker Cups.

logo. Browse our options for personalised drink bottles

emphasise your logo, these personalised

Maximising efficiency and design is only

and get in touch with us today!

water bottles make a great gift to any

the beginning. Get in touch today!

valued client. Enquire today!

S624
3 in 1 Shaker Cup

NP119
White Haven Tritan Water Bottle

S711
Radiant San Carlos Water Bottle

NP151
Vylcone Tritan Water Bottle

S185
Bullet Vacuum Flask

NP152
Reusable Silicone Straw

A Shaker Cup that maximizes efficiency

A clean, classic design for a highly

Find the twinkle in your customer’s eyes by

Slap your beautiful logo on this stylish

A 500mL double wall personalised flask

This custom reusable silicone straw is a

for a go-getter audience. Best of all it can

personalised and customisable water

handing them a customised Radiant San

reusable bottle for a brand promotion like

that will be sure to impress your clients.

thoughtful gift that your clients will adore.

feature your logo in a variety of design

bottle. Take a look and enquire about the

Carlos Water Bottle featuring your logo and

no other! Take a look at our customisable

Get in touch for a sample!

Talk to us today!

options. Order a sample today!

White Haven Tritan Bottle today!

optimal functionality. Take a look today!

options now!
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S960M
Java Drop

S921
Duet Cup

S936M
Calm Cup

Put a smile on your customer’s face with

Make your brand sing with a highly

You can do no wrong with a Calm Cup by

these unique and sophisticated 350ml

functional promotional cup that your clients

HydroSoul. It’s an eco friendly corporate

Java Drop cups. Give us a call today!

will love. Check out the Duet Cup!

gift your customers are bound to love.
Order a sample today!

S935MF
Zen Mirror Finish Mugs

S924
Wolverine Vacuum Tumbler

S158
Tasman Tumbler

S146
Digital Galilee Tumbler

S706
Barola Tumbler

S131
Atlantico Stainless Steel Mug

This is a slick customisable vacuum

For a personalised tumbler that exudes

The reusable and well-designed Tasman

For a truly unique and mesmerising

A simple and charming custom tumbler

One of our most popular mugs now

insulated tumbler that your clients with

class and style, look for Wolverine. Sample

Tumbler is a personalised gift that will get

personalised gift, you can do no better

that gives your logo room to shine! If you

features a new, easier-to-grip handle and

want to show off! Talk to us today!

one today!

your brand seen. Enquire today!

than the Digital Galilee Tumbler. Find out

want to get noticed, get in touch!

a push on lock top lid! Order your sample

more about this attention-grabbing gift.
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today!
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D310
Iris Cup

S121
Carmel Acrylic Tumbler

S803
1L Classic Water Bottle

These vibrant, one-of-a-kind, and colour-

The Carmel Acrylic Tumbler is a fun

A promotional water bottle for those

changing Iris Cups will have anyone seeing

custom gift your customers will treasure!

serious about daily hydration. 1L Total

the glass as half full. Enquire today!

Why not get in touch for a sample?

capacity and timeless design. Get in touch!

S819MF
Classic Mirror Finish Bottle

D325
Pocket Cup

D326
Kool Cup (Small)

D327
Kool Cup (Large)

Give a gift that will last and leave a lasting

Be a future-focused and respected brand

Our Kool Cups are designed to keep its

Our Kool Cups are designed to keep its

impression. Checkout these suave and

with these promotional reusable coffee

liquids hot and your hands cool. Make

liquids hot and your hands cool. Make

vibrant Hydro-Soul Bottles!

cups. Order your sample today!

them even cooler by customising your cup!

them even cooler by customising your cup!

S819
Classic Water Bottles

NP153
Reusable Stainless Steel Straws

S105
Mili Straws

S102
Telescopic Stainless Steel Straw

A fully personalised water bottle is only a

Be the example for an eco minded

A 20 pack Mili straws boasts style and

Position your brand as forward-thinking

click away. To see how you’re brand can

audience by browsing our stainless steel

sustainability that your eco-friendly clients

and eco-friendly with these personalised

be best promoted, give us a call today!

reusable straws. Enquire today!

will appreciate. Get in touch with us!

stainless steel straws. Order today!

S888
Lotus Mirror Finish Water Bottle
With double walled stainless steel insulation, this eco friendly promotional item is
designed to keep hot drinks hot, and cold drinks cold, being able to hold ice in perfect
condition for up to 24 hours. These 500ml bottles are able to be heavily customised
and vary in a range of flashy, yet stylish colours that you and your clients are sure
to love and push your brand to an eco friendly mindset that is unforgettable in the
consumer’s mind. Take a look and get in touch!
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S203
Aberfeldy Flask Gift Set

S202
Craignure Flask Gift Set

Give the gift of style, class and sophistication with this Aberfeldy

An elegant promotional idea handled with style. Browse the

Personalised Flask Gift Set to leave a lasting impression of your

offerings of our Craignure Flask Gift Set and get in touch today!

brand.

S201
Inverness Hip Flask

S181
Personal Hip Flask

Stylish, elegant and sophisticated. Put the fun in your promotional

Take a look at our stylish, sexy and stainless Personal Hip Flasks for

items with our Inverness Hip Flasks. Obtain a sample today!

a brand impression that’s never to be forgotten. Enquire today!
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GIFTING COLLECTION

the perfect gift is ready and
waiting to leave a good
impression of your
business

www.iDPromoProducts.com
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GIFTING STYLE

Why not radically gift this year?

A8002
Carekey Aluminum
S936
Calm Cup by Hydrosoul
H673
Summit Kit
T938
The Carlton Notebook
NP161
Xola Pen
T973
Axis Round Wireless
Charging Dock

Let’s change
the way you gift!
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NP165
Soapy
H304
30ml Hand Sanitiser
Gel w/ Carabiner
H303
60ml Hand Sanitiser
NP167
59ml Screw-Top
Hand Sanitiser
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S924

Mugs &
Tumblers

Wolverine Vacuum Tumbler 350ml

GUILT FREE BRANDING!
S960M

S158

Tasman Tumbler
473ml

S706

Barola Tumbler
473ml
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S177

Sarasota Mug
503ml

D788

Travelmate Twin Mug Set
2 x 300ml mugs

S131

Atlantico Stainless
Steel Mug 473ml

S936

S935MF

Java Drop 350ml

Calm Cup by Hydrosoul
230ml

Zen Mirror Finish Mugs
by Hydrosoul 350ml

D310

S121

S921

Iris Cup 700ml

Carmel Arcylic Tumbler
473ml

Duet Cup 430ml

D325

D326

D327

Pocket Cup 355ml

Kool Cup 235ml

Kool Cup 355ml
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Bottles-Reusable
LOOK GOOD, DO GOOD!

NP119

NP163

Grano 420ml Wheat Straw Bottle

S624

3 in 1 Shaker Cup
400ml

5 1

S626

Power Shaker Cup
700ml

D160

S726

NP135

White Haven
Tritan Bottle 770ml

Folding Drink Bottle
480ml

Sparta Tritan Bottle
500ml

Quencher Plastic Bottle
700ml

S622

S816

D109

NP151

San Clemente
Tritan Bottle 740ml

Sorento Water Pouch
500ml

Everton Tritan Bottle
600ml

Vyclone Tritan
Bottle 600ml

S733

S506

D112

S888

Lakeland Triton
Insulated Water Bottle
600ml

Arabian Plastic Bottle
946ml

Aland Aluminium
Drink Bottle 600ml

Lotus Mirror
Finish Bottles
by Hydrosoul 500ml
5 2

Bar Essentials

S708

Cupertino Water Bottle
700ml

S703

The La Jolla
Water Bottle 700ml

S185

S705

Bullet 500ml
Vacuum Flask

San Carlos
Water Bottle 680ml

S202

Craignure Flask Gift Set
175ml flask

D534

Carnival S/Steel
Drink Bottle 750ml

S711

Radiant San Carlos
Water Bottle 680ml

D315

Inverness Hip Flask
235ml

Midas Bottle
600ml

S203

S803

Hydrosoul MF
1L Vacuum

5 3

S819

Classic Bottles 500ml
by Hydrosoul

S819MF

Classic Mirror
Finish Bottles 500ml
by Hydrosoul

S201

Aberfeldy Flask Gift Set
265ml Stainless Steel Flask

S181

Personal Hip Flask
180ml
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Ready to be
the Difference?

Straws
WHY NOT CHAMPION SUSTAINABILITY?
NP152

NP153

Reusable Silicone Straw

Reusable Stainless
Steel Straw

S102

Telescopic Stainless
Steel Straw

ECO+ Collection
Offshore Made-to-Order
The ECO+ collection is available and you can
choose our fully customized offshore made-toorder solution which offer limitless customization
possibilities, with super-fast delivery.

S105

Mili Paper Straws
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Our ECO+ mission is to design products that
engage and tune into eco-minded customers.
We know & feel many brands will be keen to have
an eco-minded brand identity.
5 6

Speakers

NOW MADE FROM
RECYCLED PLASTIC
OR PLANT-BASED FIBRE
FD503.ECO.Nat.FD
Tuba Wireless
outdoor speaker
in Plant Fibre

FD500.ECO.Nat.FD

FD501.ECO.Nat.FD
Geo Wireless speaker
in Plant Fibre
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FD501.ECO.06.FD

Geo Wireless speaker
in Recycled ABS - Black

FD501.ECO.09.FD

Geo Wireless speaker
in Recycled ABS - Silver

FD503.ECO.06.FD

Tuba Wireless
outdoor speaker
in Recycled ABS - Black

FD500.ECO.06.FD

FD500.ECO.09.FD

Ruma Wireless Speaker
in Plant Fibre

Ruma Wireless speaker
in Recycled ABS
Black

Ruma Wireless speaker
in Recycled ABS
Silver

FD504.ECO.Nat.FD

FD504.ECO.06.FD

FD504.ECO.09.FD

Kobra Wireless speaker
Plant Fibre & Aluminium

Kobra Wireless speaker
Recycled ABS
& Aluminium - Black

Kobra Wireless speaker
Recycled ABS
& Aluminium - Silver
5 8

FD405.ECO.Nat.FD

FD405.ECO.06.FD

FD405.ECO.09.FD

Kozo Universal Magnetic
Car Vent Mount
Plant Fibre - Rectangle

Kozo Universal Magnetic
Car Vent Mount
ABS - Black - Rectangle

Kozo Universal Magnetic
Car Vent Mount
ABS - Silver - Rectangle

FD400.ECO.Nat.FD

FD400.ECO.06.FD

FD400.ECO.09.FD

FD188B.ECO.FD

Eto Bamboo Pen with Sylus

FD189.ECO.06.FD

Eterna Graphite Pencil
5 9

FD831.ECO.06.FD
Zinc Eco Desktop
Universal Charging
& Sync Cable

Kozo Universal Magnetic
Car Vent Mount
Plant Fibre - Round

Kozo Universal Magnetic
Car Vent Mount
ABS - Black - Round

Kozo Universal Magnetic
Car Vent Mount
ABS - Silver - Round

FD59.ECO.Nat.FD

FD59.ECO.06.FD

FD59.ECO.09.FD

Twista USB 2.0 Memory
Drive in Plant Fibre
8GB

Twista USB 2.0 Memory
Drive Recycled ABS
Black - 8GB

Twista USB 2.0 Memory
Drive Recycled ABS
Silver & Black - 8GB
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D163

D389

D393

Acacia Cheeseboard
& Knife Set

Jamison Cheeseboard
& Knife Set

Glencoe Solo
Cheeseboard

D388

D386

D392

St. Andrews Magnetic
Cheeseboard & Knife Set

Soroba Cheeseboard
& Knife Duo

Sterling Cheeseboard

D162

D387

D384

CHEESEBOARD
Make your gifting, more memorable!
D390 - Glenrothes Foldable Cheese & Wine Board,
T618 - Venice Bluetooth Speaker, and T977 - 3 in 1 Charging Envelope
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Lanark Cheese Knife
Display Set

Braemar Glass Cheese
Board & Knife Set

Oban Acacia Wine
Plate Set

6 2

GIFTING COLLECTION
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Gifts that make
your team feel good!

Personal gifts,
speak louder than words!

D300 - Zap Pack with LED Display (10,000mAh), T234 - Quad Charge,
S819MF - Classic Bottles 500ml by Hydrosoul

NP158 - Drifters Bluetooth Earbuds and NP160 - Vitra Pens
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Gadgets
SURE-TO-PLEASE!

T234

D505

OBI Bluethooth Speaker

T975

Serpent 3 in 1
Charging Cable
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RB1029

Tech Kit Pouch

T614

Quad Charge

Manhattan
Bluetooth Speaker

NP158

T615

T599

Boom Boss Speaker

T602

T618

Venice
Bluetooth Speaker

T617

Drifters
Bluetooth Earbuds

Laguna
Bluetooth Speaker

Maestro
Wireless Speaker

Santa Monica
Bluetooth Speaker

T121

D200

D300

T837

Ignus Phone Holder

Zap Pack (5,000mAh)

Zap Pack with LED
Display (10,000mAh)

Mercedes Power Bank
(5,000mAh)
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T977

3 in 1 Charging Envelope

D685

OLO Power Bank
(8,000mAh)

D682

THETA Power Bank
(4,000mAh)

Explore our curated gift-packs!
T973

Axis Round Wireless
Charging Dock
5W Charging
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FD910

The Big Car
Magnetic Gift Box

FD908

The Car
Magnetic Gift Box

H127 - Relax Candle-Small
D920 - Airmate Diffuser
D393 - Glencoe Solo Cheeseboard
S105 - Mili Straws
NP163 -Grano 420ml Wheat Straw Bottle
RB304 -Jim Jam Jute Bag
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Wellness

THOUGHT PROVOKING GIFTING
H107

Vanilla Scented Candle

H124

Glass Candle in Cylinder Box

NP155

Massage Ball

D910

10ml Reed Diffuser

T772

H357

D920

Caviar Bead
Hot and Cold Pack

Airmate Diffuser

T771

T777

Squeeze Elephant

Squeeze Cow

Squeeze Cube

T768

T767

T763

H125

Relax Candle (L)

H126

Relax Candle (M)

H127

Relax Candle (S)

D930

Squeeze Hippo

Squeeze Duck

Squeeze Volleyball

T769.LE

T770

T774

30ml Reed Diffuser

H398

Bambu Toothbrush

H323

Dente Floss 25pk

H399

Dente Floss 20pk
6 9

House Shaped
Stress Reliever

Squeeze Crocodile

Squeeze Brain

T742

T773

T747

Squeeze Airplane

Squeeze Shark

Squeeze Star
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WORKSPACE GIFTING COLLECTION

Forwardthinking,

Have an attitude
of gratitude!

honest
approach
to
sustainability!

H908
2.5L Dry Bag
RB305
Jagg Jute Bag
T975
Serpent 3 in 1 Charging Cable
D393
Glencoe Solo Cheeseboard
H107
Vanilla Scented Candle
S921
Duet Cup

NP155 - Massage Ball, H357 - Caviar Bead Hot and Cold Pack,
J015 - Sports Towel, H680 - First Aid Travel Kit-22 Pieces,
NP167 - 59ml Screw-Top Hand Sanitiser, and RB306 - Jute Bag
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Reusable Bags

PUT STYLE & SUSTAINABILITY, HAND IN HAND!

RB304

RB1014

Nylon 6 Can
Cooler Bag

RB1034

Insulated Snack
Time Bag
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D598

Lunch Box
Cooler Bag

RB1016

Nylon Gym Backpack

RB305

RB306

Jim Jam Jute Bag

Jagg Jute Bag

Jabali Jute Bag

EC823

RB1024

B701

RB1033

Insulated Lunch Pack

B529

Tote Bag in a Ball

Cotton Bag

Full Colour Cotton Tote

D603

D828

Capri Picnic Backpack

Paddington Backpack

Chiaro Tote

D624

Urban Explorer Picnic
Backpack
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Create a thankful mindset

T327
Jug O’Highlighters
NP149
Two Part Spiral Drawing Set
K476
Boomerang
T470
Fold Up Flying Disc
T811
125mm Spyro Football

PT101
Plush Kangaroo
T323
The Medina Highlighter Set
RB306
Jabali Jute Bag
NP130
Colouring Book

Discover positive branding!
H904 - Survival Band, H398 - Bambu Toothbrush, T694 - Survival Stylus,
S816 - Sorento Water Pouch, RB1034 - Insulated Snack Time Bag,
and T927 - The Rio Grande Recycled Notebook
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Write this down

BRANDING FOR WHEN YOU’RE-ON-THE-GO!

G1706

G1202 - Citation Clear Pen, G55021 - Carpenter Pencil,
G55725 - Multi-Colour Twist Black Pen, G55719 - Flav Silver Pen,
G55661 - Metal Touch Screen Stylus, G1220 - Eco Clear Clics Pen,
T942B - The Vidalia Notebook and T505 - Banyan Notepad
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G55645

Worthington
Chrome Pen

Stately Pen

NP160

G1202

G55725

Multi-Colour Twist
Black Pen

F908

Vitra Pen

Citation Clear Pen

Dot Pen

NP161

P500

F450

Xola Pens

Brilliant Clip Pen

Madison Pen
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G1115

G1111

G1200

G1501

NP133

T331

Clic Stic Ice Grip Pen

Clic Pen

Pivo Clear Gold Pen

Pencil Solids

Colour Pencil Pack

Daisy Highlighter

P355

G11512

G11141

K212

P363

T354

Victoria 2 Way Pen

Eco Mechanical Pencil

Eco Ball Pen

Tolinga Triangle
Highlighter

The Samosir Highlighter

G1305

G3104

P380

G8006

G3212

GRIP ROLLER 0.7
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Velleda Grip
white board Marker

Madeira Pen

Carabiner Highlighter

Briteliner Grip

Galveston Gel
Highlighter Set

G3222

Brite Liner Grip XL Pen
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D116

Bitsy Multitool

A4087

A4088

A7306

Axil Rectangle Keychain

Axil Round Keychain

The Westfield Keychain

A4067

A4062

A4053

Key Chains

A GIFT THAT ALLOWS
YOUR CUSTOMERS
TO THINK OF YOU EVERY TIME
THEY UNLOCK OR OPEN A DOOR!

K207

Double Stout
Bottle Opener
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L345

Get Lit Logo Torch

EX100

AGRADE Key Tag

Apri Keychain

Rotella Keychain

The Corsa Keychain

A4058

A4057

A4071

Anello Keychain

Maserati Keychain

Casa Keychain
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WORKSPACE GIFTING COLLECTION

Create a brighter culture!
H606 - Vanilla Lip Balm
G3212 - Briteliner Grip
G4003-G4033 - Leatherette Small Cover & Notebook
NP130 - Colouring Notebook
RB306 - Jabali Jute Bag
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Feel the joy
of personalised gifting!
8 4

E X P E R I E N C E

O U R

GIFTING COLLECTION
gift packs ready to go ...

www.iDPromoProducts.com
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Cheese & Wine Picnic Gift Pack
Product Code: GP3

Create lasting memories and soak
in the weather with a compact
Glenrothes Foldable Cheese &
Wine Board and blast some tunes
with the stylish Venice Bluetooth
Speaker. Leave phone charging as an
afterthought as you carry your neat
3 in 1 Charging Envelope and relax in
the open air. Perfect for any outdoor
event, function or small picnic setting.
Give the gift that clients love and
contact us here for more info!

Modern Executive Gift Pack
Product Code: GP4

The Modern Executive gift pack is all
that you could need for a life on the
go. Simple but efficient, this personalised gift comes with a 10,000mAh
Zap Pack and a Quad Charge hub for
all your phone and device charging
needs. Never be limited by the charge
on your phone again! To ensure your
body is running on high energy too,
the gift pack features 2 Classic Mirror
Finish Bottles to keep you hydrated
and fresh throughout the day. Contact us now to secure a sample!

Stay Focussed Gift Pack
Product Code: GP5

Everyday Starter Gift Pack
Product Code: GP1

Stay in the focus zone with this

All the essentials that you’ll ever need in this modern world! The Everyday Starter personalised

comes with two promotional products.

gift pack is the ultimate way to show and attitude of gratitude this gifting season. With an
aluminium Care Key for interacting with surfaces, a Summit Kit for all your hygiene and first aid
needs, a stylishly smooth Calm Cup and an Axis Round Wireless Charging Dock, your client’s
up and go lifestyle can carry on with class. It also includes a suave Carlton Notebook and sleek
matt Xola personalised pens. Really the gift pack for the everyman that provides function in
every situation. To get the ultimate pack for the year that’s been, contact us today to know
more!

thoughtful personalised gift, which
The Drifters Bluetooth Earbuds tow
the line between style and technology
with its compact design to block any
outside noise and provide grip sound
to its wearer. The Vitra personalised
pens also sport a minimalist look to
provide a simple yet clean writing
experience. This really is the gift pack
for any hard worker who needs that
boost in focus. Get in touch today!
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Relaxation & Self Care Gift Pack

Essential Travel Gift Pack

Product Code: GP6

Product Code: GP8

This gift pack holds perfect for a

A highly effective assortment of

relaxing evening after a stressful

traveling essentials. The Essential

day. In an eco friendly Jim Jam

Travel Gift Pack holds perfect for any

Jute Bag comes a Grano Wheat

client, customer or employee who

Straw Waterbottle made from a

enjoys the peace of mind that comes

biodegradable wheat material,

with being prepared. With a firm but

a pack of paper Mili Straws and

bouncy Massage Ball for relaxing after

a personalised Glencoe Solo

activity fueled days, and a Caviar

Cheeseboard for an afternoon

Bead Hot & Cold Pack for effective

of indulgence and self care. The

injury relief you’re good to go for a

pack combines a progressive

variety of the stresses that traveling

environmental mind-set with the

can contain. This personalised gift

relaxation of a small Relax Candle

pack also features a First Aid Travel

and an Airmate Diffuser to create

Kit with up to 22 pieces of essential

the environment you need to best

items, a handy sports towel and a

look after yourself. This personalised

compact bottle of hand sanitiser all

gifting pack is one that both your

wrapped up in a reusable Jabali Jute

body and mind will love while pushing

Bag for convenient portability. The

that socially conscious message your

gift pack that your clients will love!

branding needs. Get in touch today to

Get in touch with us today!

learn more!

Assortment Gift Pack

Fun in the Sun Gift Pack

Product Code: GP7

Product Code: GP9

The perfect personalised gift for that

The personalised gift pack that both

valued client this gifting season. It
can sometimes be difficult to know
just exactly what to get as an end
of year present, so the Assortment
gift pack holds a little something for
everybody. With branded promotional
items such as the 2.5L Dry Bag
and reusable Jagg Jute Bag for all
your carrying needs, a Serpent 3
in 1 Charging Cable and stylishly
designed Duet Cup, this gift pack
suits an active and busy lifestyle for
the go getter person. For the more
relaxed and laidback days, the pack
offers a Vanilla Scented Candle and a
premium Glencoe Solo Cheeseboard
to best indulge that active lifetsyle.

kids and adults love! Show off the fun
and playful side to your brand with
this unique client gifting opportunity.
The Fun in the Sun Gift Pack includes
all you need for an outdoor adventure
under the warm Australian sun for the
upcoming gifting season. With a set
of vibrant Jug O’ Highlighters and a
Two Part Spiral Drawing Set, you can
let your imagination free as you sit in
the shade and sketch everything you
see. Then run through the open fields
with our branded Boomerang and
Fold Up Flying Disc after kicking and
throwing the Spyro Football to your
heart’s content. The funnest gift pack
around! Contact us to order a sample!

The Assortment gift pack makes an
ideal present for any gifting season.
Contact us today!
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Youngster’s Creative Gift Pack

Note-Taker’s Gift Pack

Product Code: GP10

Product Code: GP12

Keep the kids entertained all

This comprehensive set of branded

afternoon long while exercising

notebooks, pens and pads is the

their creative spirit. The Youngster’s

perfect personalised gift for the

Creative Gift Pack features the

adept note-taker. With one look

simplicity that any parent can

and your client will be impressed

appreciate from a personalised gift,

by the extensive range of writing

while the excitement from the kids

devices and branded stationary that

will keep them busy throughout the

you’ve presented as a thoughtful

day. The pack includes a reusable

present. The pack contains a stylish

Jabali Jute bag, perfect as a carrying

vinyl wrapped Vidalia Notebook

bag for the pack, a Medina Highlighter

and Branyan Notepad. With all

Set with a range of vibrant and classic

the personalised pens one could

colours, an A5 Colouring Book and a

need, the set also includes a highly

cute and personalised Plush Kangaroo

functional Citation Clear Pen, a

toy. The gift that keeps on giving!

Carpenter Pencil, a Multi-Colour Twist

Enquire about this unique customer or

Black Pen, an Eco Clear Clics Pen and

client gift with us today!

a sophisticated Metal Touch Screen
Stylus for all your electronic signing
needs. Offer the functionality that the
Note-Taker’s Gift Pack can provide
and contact us today!

Adventurer Travel Gift Pack

Outdoor Daydreamer Gift Pack

Product Code: GP11

Product Code: GP13

For the everyday executive turned

Perfect for spending those sunny

adventurer! The Adventurer Travel
Gift Pack holds all the essentials for
any outdoor holiday or outside the
box travel experiences. With a highly
versatile and compact Survival Band,
you can cut ropes, navigate terrain
and look incredible while doing so.
Other branded promotional products
in the pack include the eco friendly
Bambu Toothbrush made from
recycled bamboo material, a Survival
Stylus with all the features that you’d
need to survival in the thickest of
natural environments, a compact
Sorento Water Pouch, an Insulated
Snack Time Bag and a Rio Grande

days in the shade. The Outdoor
Daydreamer personalised Gift Pack
contains all you need to set your
creativity free under the warming
rays of the Australian sun this
gifting season. Protect your lips
with the smooth Vanilla Lip Balm
and express your colourful thoughts
with the vibrant Briteliner Grip pen
into the Leatherette Small Cover &
Notebook. Then pull out your A4
and A5 Colouring Books to let your
imagination go. This is the gift pack
that creatives and big dreamers
are perfect for. Contact us today to
secure a sample!

Recycled Notebook for documenting
your encounters in the wild. Get in
touch with us today to learn more!
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Impromptu Picnic Gift Pack
Product Code: GP15

Bumped into some friends and found
out you have afternoon free? This
personalised gift pack is perfect for
lazing around and hanging out in
the sun. Packed in an eco friendly
reusable Jabali Jute Bag, this pack
is perfect for a young and trendy
audience with an environmentally
conscious mindset. Play some music
with the compact but powerful OBI
Bluetooth Speaker as you sip from
the Grani Wheat Straw Water Bottle,
made from biodegradable wheat
materials. The pack also comes with
a Bartender’s Vinyl Bottle Opener and
a 10,000mAh Zap Pack so you can
last all day long under the shining
sun and warm nights this gifting
season. Look good and do good
with the pack that’s both stylish and
environmentally friendly. Contact us
to learn more!

Executive Essentials Gift Pack
Product Code: GP16

All the essentials for the modern
business world. This fantastic
personalised gift pack grows ever
popular among a fast moving lifestyle
and features all the necessities that
today’s professional person could
ever need. This unique set comes

Summer Meditation Gift Pack
Product Code: GP14

Everyone highly values their alone time, and you can enhance it with this unique personalised
gift. The Summer Meditation Gift Pack contains all you need for a fun but relaxing day out
under the warm weather of the Australian sun. Presented in a handy and reusable Jagg Jute
Bag, this pack contains a sophisticated Acacia Cheeseboard & Knife Set, a light weight Lotus
Mirror Finish Bottle, a Medium Relax Candle and an Axil Keychain. Best of all, you can block
out busy noise with the branded Drifters Bluetooth Earbuds to really get your mind in the right
space. Show off the thoughtfulness to your brand and give the Summer Meditation Gift Pack
as the gift your clients deserve today!

with a branded and reusable Jagg
Jute Bag, giving the ethical and
sustainable edge that progresses
the business world. It also includes
a stylish Zen Mirror Finish Mug, a
convenient 10,000mAh Zap Pack,
a sophisticated and clean Lucerne
Zippered Compendium and a sharp
Florence Offset Silver Photo Frame
for decorating and personalising
your glorious desk. The Executive
Essentials Gift Pack is the must have
for today’s corporate world. Get in
touch with us today to learn more!
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Outdoor Traveler Gift Pack

Everyday Gift Pack

Product Code: GP17

Product Code: GP20

Get connected with nature and

The perfect gift for when you don’t

experience the great outdoors with

know what else to get. The Everyday

this unique bundle of personalised

Gift Pack contains a variety of useful

items. The Outdoor Traveler Gift Pack

and stylish personalised products that

contains all the essential items for any

your client are guaranteed to love

outing. Perfect for camping, hiking or

and use throughout their daily life!

general traveling, the pack contains

In addition its sustainable and eco

a 2.5 Litre Outdoor Dry Bag with a

friendly creation will put your brand

Phone Window for easy access and

ahead to creating a better future

protection against the elements. The

and in favour among a progressive

pack also holds a variety of useful

audience. The Everyday Gift Pack

devices such as the Survival Band,

comes with a reusable but stylish

Survival Stylus and a Bartender’s

Jagg Jute Bag, a Lotus Mirror Finish

Vinyl Bottle Opener to get any job

Bottle, a small yet powerful OBI

done on the go. To top it all off, the

Bluetooth Speaker and a Vitra Pen. It

Outdoor Traveler Pack is wrapped in

also comes with a Reusable Stainless

a convenient and reusable Jabali Jute

Steel Straw, an AGRADE Pocket Memo

Bag with a pair of our stylish Riveria

Pad and an Axil Round Keychain. It

Sunglasses. Navigate heavy jungles

really has it all! This unique gift is

or explore some open plains with this

popular among all audiences. Contact

unique and thoughtful personalised

us today to secure an order!

gift set. Contact us today!

Home Entertainment Gift Pack

Professional Everyday Gift Pack

Product Code: GP18

Product Code: GP21

Be the host that everyone talks about.

The gift pack that conveys

The Home Entertainment Gift Pack
makes for the perfect client, customer
or business partner gift and is a sure
way to be invited over for dinner. This
personalised present comes with a
range of tools, items and promotional
products to make hosting an
experience to remember and includes
a 5 Piece BBQ & Apron and Set for
firing perfecting that grill game, a
medium Relax Candle and a 30ml
Reed Diffuser for really enhancing the
personality of your home. In addition,
the Rectangle Magnetic To Do List
can remind you at the last minute
and the Jim Jag Bag can be reused,
conveying a progressive mind-set and
leaving plastic in the past. Be the host
that everyone loves. Contact us to
know more!
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practicality with a professional
attitude. The Professional Everyday
Gift Pack is perfect for the working
person’s everyday life. Fantastic as a
promotional product for employees,
or as a personalised gift to a valued
client, customer or business partner.
Pour yourself a cup of coffee in your
Zen Mirror Finish Mug then take some
notes in your branded Leatherette
Small Cover Notebook with your
personalised Clic Pen. The Ovo
Charging Dock means you’ll never
have to worry about running out of
battery and the Double Stout Bottle
Opener is perfect for kick ons at the
pub. Not to mention the super handy
and reusable Jabali Jute Bag. This gift
pack has it all and can be yours now.
Just contact us today!
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Personal Traveling Gift Pack

Outdoor Activity Gift Pack

Product Code: GP22

Product Code: GP24

The absolute essentials for any

Spend these holidays frolicking and

time away from home. This set of

laughing with the ultimate Outdoor

promotional products makes for a

Activity Gift Pack. Whether it’s at the

fantastic personalised present for any

beach, a park or in the backyard, this

valued customer or client to show off

set is suitable for every occasion!

your branding. Containing only the

The Sand Spike is perfect for setting

necessities, the gift set comes with

your phone or personal items in

a small bottle of SPF 50 Dry Touch

without them getting dirty or sandy,

Sunscreenm, 30ml of Hand Sanitiser

and the branded Cap Gun provides

and an Eye Glass Cleaner Set to

excitement and fun as you shoot caps

polish those spectacles to look like

from across the yard. The Reusable

new again. The Bambu Toothbrush is

Slice Set and Silicone Straw removes

made from recycled and eco friendly

the need for harmful plastics and

bamboo materials and the Jabali

pushes the environmentally minded

Jute Bag is perfect for reusing and

attitude your brand has into future.

showcasing the environmentally

Then when it’s all done you can pack

and socially conscious attitude that

it away in the Jagg Jute Bag and

your brand holds. All conveyed in

store snacks in the Insulated Snack

a minimalist style and aesthetic,

Time Bag for use on other sunny

the Personal Traveling Gift Pack is

days.

popular among all audiences. Contact
us today!

Sophisticated Dinner Gift Pack

Beach Bungalow Gift Pack

Product Code: GP23

Product Code: GP25

The Sophisticated Dinner Gift Pack

The Beach Bungalow Gift Pack comes

contains everything you need to
spruce up your home environment
or even indulge in a picnic under the
stars. Coming in an eco friendly and
reusable Jagg Jute Bag, the pack
features a stylish set of wood grained
Besancon Salt & Pepper Shakers, an
aromatic Reed Diffuser and a Midas
Water Bottle. And when the sun is still
shining, the small dispenser of SPF
50 Sunscreen will keep you protected
from its harmful rays from where the
scene will be set by fresh aromas,
sophisticated dinner utensils and
convenient drink ware, all suited with

featured with all the essentials for a
sophisticated beach lifestyle. Outlast
the rays of the Australian sun with the
70ml of 50 SPF Sunscreen and crack
open a cold one with the Surf Board
Bottle Opener. Display your favourite
bottle of wine on the Crescent Wine
Holder and hold your memories in the
Florence Offset Silver Photo Frame.
Then, combat the salty beach air
by hydrating with your personalised
Lotus Mirror Finish Water Bottle! The
Beach Bungalow Gift Pack makes for
a personalised present for any valued
client or customer.

your unique branding. To add an air of
class to your dinners and to receive
this amazing personalised gift, get in
touch with us!
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Sanitisers

CV007
Perlin 60ml Hand Sanitiser

H303
60mL Hand Sanitiser Gel

H303GZ
60mL Hand Sanitiser Gel

H306
30ml Hand Sanitiser Gel w/Aloe

H307
Zanzitiser Hand Sanitiser

Stay safe with this convenient carry

A little extra protection in your day with

Sanitisers are a brilliant promotional

Cleanliness with this 62% Ethyl alcohol

With hygiene being a buzzword, the fresh

H312
60mL Hand Sanitiser
with Carabiner

container of 60ml Perlin Hand Sanitiser.

62% ethyl-alcohol. The 60mL Hand

product and one of the biggests items of

sanitiser. Give this convenient 30ml tub

edge on branding offered by the Zanzitiser

Reimagine the ease of sanitation with this

62% Isopropyl Alcohol rich and fast

Sanitiser Gel will leave you feeling hygienic

the year. This 62% ethyl-alcohol sanitiser

of aloe sanitiser as a promotional gift with

Hand Sanitiser is brilliant. 62% ethyl-

75% ethyl-alcohol 60mL Hand Sanitiser

working, contact us today!

and happy. Connect with us today!

is a staple for your branding. Call us today!

your unique custom printing. Enquire!

alcohol solution. Enquire today!

with carabiner! Attach to a keychain or bag
for easy access. Enquire today!

H304
30mL Hand Sanitiser
with Carabiner

H302
30mL Hand Sanitiser Gel

NP167
59mL Screw-Top Sanitiser

H301
10mL Sanitiser Spray

NP139
Antibacterial Wipes in Packet

NP137
Antibacterial Wipes Canister

Scented and sanitary, this 62% ethyl-

Fighting bacteria is everyone‘s priority, so

Love the gentle ease of sanitary protection

Perfect for pusres, handbags and

For a custom gift that‘s as useful as it is

Reimagine sanitisation in any situation with

alcohol 30mL Hand Sanitiser Gel is exactly

make the most of every day branding with

with this 62% ethyl-alcohol 10mL Sanitiser

backpacks. Quick sanitisation is easy with

relevant, turn to this easy-to-use, on-the-

this 30mL Hand Sanitiser containing 62%

what you need for every day branding. On-

this 59mL Screw-Top Sanitiser containing

Spray. Reimagine the convenience of

this covnenient pack of 20 citrus scented

go Antibacterial wipes canister! Enquire

ethyl-alcohol. Attach to your keys or bag

the-go ease or corporate gift. Enquire!

75% ethyl-alcohol. Kill those germs and

hygiene. Order a sample today!

wipes. Enquire today to learn more!

today!

for readiness every day. Contact us today!
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enquire today!
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H335
Triple Layered Cloth Face Mask

H333
Black 3-Ply Disposable Face Mask

H337
Cotton Face Mask

In these precarious times, your health and

In these precarious times, your health and

Combine your branding with essentials

safety is paramont. These Triple Layered

safety is paramont. These Triple Layered

and explore our range of face masks.

Face Masks prioritise your hygiene. Take

Face Masks prioritise your hygiene. Take

Cotton Face Masks are light and

the next steps with us today!

the next steps with us today!

breathable, prioritising your comfort.

H331
Respiratory Face Mask

H336
Full Length Face Shield

H710
Cooling Towel

Take action for your health with a

Prioritise the wellbeing of you and your

Finished your workout? Feeling hot and

Respiratory Face Mask. Thicker and a

team with a Full Length Face Shield.

sweaty? This Cooling Towel will do the

more secure fit, put your hygiene at the

Allowing breathing space and room for

trick. Wet and wring to activate the cooling

forefront. Connect with us today!

protecive eyewear. Enquire today!

relief. Order a sample today!

A8002
Care Key

NP165
Soapies

NP165
Soapy Refills

Navigate high-traffic, germ-infested

Perfect for pusres, handbags and

Put your health and hygiene first no matter

surfaces with the Care Aluminium Key and

backpacks. Quick sanitisation is easy with

where you are, with 15 thin sheets of soap

let your mind rest easy. Order a sample

this covnenient pack of 20 citrus scented

to be used with running water. Contact us

today!

wipes. Enquire today to learn more!

today to know more!

H746FD
Custom Neck Gaiter

H343FD
Cooling Fabric Face Mask

H337FD
Cotton Face Mask

NP171
Floor Decal Sticker Outdoor
Or Indoor Use

NP172
Digital Iron-On Transfer

BB100
Button Badge 100mm

Printed garments are made possible

Wear your brand with pride with these

Fashion meets protection in this

Ensure your comfort is a priority alongside

Combine your branding with essentials

Ensure a 1.5m social distance in a busy

with this Digital Iron-On Transfer. Cost-

customisable personalised gifts. A simple

breathable and resuable custom neck

your health and safety with this Cooling

and explore our range of face masks.

area with these custom Floor Decals. It‘s

effective and easy use, this product is not

yet highly effective way to extend your

gaiter. Made from polyester cooling fabric

Fabric Face Mask. Featuring a layer of

Cotton Face Masks are light and

not too late to stop the spread. Get in

to be missed. Talk to us today!

branding with custom badges. Enquire!

for your comfort. Shop today!

2-ply cooling fabric. Enquire today!

breathable, prioritising your comfort.

touch with us today!
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H357
Caviar Bead Cooling Pack

H673
Summit First Aid Kit

A soothing coolness or a fiery warmth,

The Summit First Aid Kit will bring a

MM102C
Deluxe Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

this Caviar Bead Cooling Pack can provide

unique edge to your branding. With all

A high quality mouse mat to feature your

it all. Sure to create a sporty essence for

the contents of a standard first aid, be

prominent branding. This product makes

your brand. Enquire today!

preapred for anything. Talk to us today!

for a fine personalised gift. Enquire today!

K292
Vivace Bandage Dispenser

H681
First Aid Travel Kit - 13 Piece

A convenient, travel friendly carry case for

If you‘re searching for a corporate first aid

your bandages. Your client will love this

kid, you can‘t pass up this 13-piece travel

promotional gift as safety should always

first aid kit! Enquire today!

come first. Enquire now!

MM102A
Deluxe Mouse Mat
(230mm x 190mm)

H680
First Aid Travel Kit - 22 Piece

A high quality mouse mat to feature your

must-have in any office building! See why,

prominent branding. This product makes

call us today!

This 22-piece corporate first aid kit is a

for a fine personalised gift. Enquire today!
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the perfect
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who never
want to be
forgotten
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H125
Relax Candle - Large

H126
Relax Candle - Medium

D162
Lanark Cheese Knife Display Set

D392
Sterling Custom Cheeseboard

The Large Relax Candle is nothing short of gorgeous. This

The Relax custom candle is bound to destress your

Give the gift of 4 traditional cheese knives, which

For a classic custom cheeseboard with a modern touch,

is one custom gift you‘ll want to display your brand on. See

customers and they’ll appreciate such a thoughtful gesture!

are guaranteed to dazzle! For this and more stunning

on which you’ll be proud to display your logo, turn to the

for yourself!

Get in touch with us today!

personalised gifts, connect with us today!

Sterling Cheeseboard! Enquire today!

H127
Relax Candle - Small

D163
Acacia Cheeseboard & Knife Set

D388

St. Andrews Magnetic CheeseBoard & Knife Set

This small vanilla-scented candle would make for a

For a custom cheeseboard lovers of cheese will thank you

D385
Cawdor Mini Cheese Board & Knife Set

Stylish and cleverly designed, this custom cheeseboard is

This dazzling custom cheeseboard will dazzle alright! For a

thoughtful promotional gift that anyone will cherish! Enquire

for, look no further than this stunning custom gift! Reach

bound be a topic of discussion at your next office or dinner

personalised gift that’s unique and thoughtful, give us a call

today!

out today for more information!

party. Enquire today!

today!
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D386
Soroba Cheeseboard & Knife Duo

D384
Oban Acacia Wine Plate Set

D390
Glenrothes Foldable Cheese & Wine Board

D393
Glencoe Solo Cheeseboard

Classic meets modern with this beautifully designed acacia

Highlight your brand and leave a lasting impression with this

You customers or giftees will be the envy of fellow

This solo custom gift is fit for a bachelor or bachelorette

wood personalised cheeseboard. For a truly special custom

stunning custom gift, any wine and cheese lover will savour!

picnickers when they flaunt this custom cheeseboard and

that can’t get enough of cheese! For more information on

gift, look no further!

Take a look!

outdoor set. Reach out today for more information!

this unique product, enquire today!

D161
Besancon Salt & Pepper Set

D222
Crescent Wine Holder

D385
Cawdor Mini Cheese Board & Knife Set

This custom gift adds a touch of class to any dining table,

D386
Soroba Cheeseboard & Knife Duo

This stunning and sophisticated custom wine holder will

This dazzling custom cheeseboard will dazzle alright! For a

Classic meets modern with this beautifully designed acacia

and you won’t regret displaying your logo on this one! See

leave your giftees speechless. See why... Give us a call

personalised gift that’s unique and thoughtful, give us a call

wood personalised cheeseboard. For a truly special custom

for yourself!

today!

today!

gift, look no further!
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D371
Florence Offset Silver
Photo Frame

NP152
Resuable Silicone Straw

Experience premium branding with our

thoughtful gift that your clients will adore.

unique custom photo frames, just like this

Talk to us today!

This custom resusuable silicone straw is a

one! Take a look at what we have to offer.

EX116
AGRADE Bar Blade

EX114
AGRADE 5x7 Photo Frame

Crafted from PU material, this AGRADE Bar Blade is nothing short of rugged

Have your brand displayed on these premium sueded leatherette photo

and sleek! Get in touch to get your hands on this custom bottle opener!

frames! Get in touch for more information!

D365
Classic Aluminium
Photo Frame

S102
Telescopic Stainless Steel Straw

Experience premium branding with our

and eco-friendly with these personalised

unique custom photo frames, just like this

stainless steel straws. Order a sample

one! Take a look at what we have to offer.

today!

D375
Bella Aluminium Photo Frame

NP153
Reusable Stainless Steel Straw

If you’re looking for a custom photo frame

Be the example for an eco minded

that exudes elegance and style, you’re

audience by browsing our stainless steel

EX115
AGRADE 4x6 Photo Frame

Your customers will undoubtedly spruce up any coffee, dining, or bar table

looking in the right place. Connect with us

reusable straws. For a straw you’re sure to

These custom photo frames are nothing short of rugged and your customers

with these four custom drink coasters and holder. Order a sample today!

today to know more!

adore, take a look today!

are bound to love them! Get in touch today to know more!

EX112
AGRADE Drink Coaster Set

110

Position your brand as forward-thinking
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TT100
Cotton Tea Towel

D154
Sheffield Stainless Trio Set

For a simple, yet highly-thoughtful custom gift, why not opt

For the ultimate corporate gift or prize that cheese lovers

for a cotton tea towel? Get in touch today to learn more!

will cherish, look no further than the Sheffield Stainless Trio
Set! Get in touch with us for a sample!

K283
Bartender’s Vinyl Bottle Opener

K287
Bartender’s Stubby Vinyl Bottle Opener

For a branded bottle opener that customers will cherish for

These easy-to-carry personalised bottle openers would

a long time yet, turn to the Bartender’s Vinyl Bottle Opener.

make for a thoughtful promotional gift at any event!

Order a sample today!

Discover premium promotional gifts here today!
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Keylights

L712
Pop Light Bottle Opener Key
Chain

K202
Pilsner Bottle Opener

K227
Surf Board Bottle Opener

NP162
Cap Gun

Place your brand under the spotlight

L330
Carabiner LED Flashlight with
Gift Box

For a uniquely-designed custom bottle

These bottle opener keychains

A Cap Gun to hunt down your friends.

with this custom keychain and torch!

This is one stylish and easy-access

There’s no other branding tool like this

opener, you’re in good hands with this

are perfect for surfing camps or

Bring the party to your next team

Order your sample today.

LED flashlight that will undoubtedly

slick, multi-function bottle opener/

Pilsner. Order your sample today and

companies. Connect with us for a

building exercise with this unique

illuminate your brand. Get in touch

keyholder/flashlight. Order your

see for yourself!

sample!

corporate gift idea. Click through to

today!

sample today!

L345
Get Lit Logo Torch

Bottle Openers

Metal

A4087
Axil Rectangle Keychain

K207
Double Stout Bottle Opener

K201
Large Bottle Opener

A8002
Care Aluminium Key

A4088
Axil Round Keychain

D405
Hudson Leather Keychain

Rustic and premium are two words

Want your brand to be a point of

Open bottles in style with this premium

Navigate high-traffic, germ-infested

Looking for a stylish custom keychain

If ever a keychain could talk, this one

that come to mind when we talk about

discussion on at any bar or dinner

custom keychain. Connect with us

surfaces with the Care Aluminium Key

to match your stylish brand? Look no

would scream minimalist elegance.

the Axil Keychain. See for yourself!

table? This is how. Order your sample

today!

and let your mind rest easy. Order a

further! Connect with us today for a

See for yourself!

sample today!

sample!

today!
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learn more!
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Metal

A1126
Randello Keychain

A4054
Bandiera Keychain

A7306
The Westfield Keychain

A4062
Rotella Keychain

A4067
Apri Keychain

A4053
The Corsa Keychain

Lovers of golf will love this custom

You’ll love how premium this branded

For a smooth black and silver cus-

The Rotella custom keychain makes for

For a functional and well-designed

Your customers will love the thought

keychain! For this and more unique

keychain looks and feels, and your

tom keychain that is nothing short of

one special and thoughtful promotional

custom keychain, you can’t go wrong

that went into this sophisticated

and premium branded products, reach

customers will love you for it! Order a

suave, turn to the Westfield Keychain.

gift. Order your sample today!

with a Apri. Connect with us today to

branded gift. Order your sample today!

out to us today!

sample today!

Order your sample today!

D479
Euro Silver Keychain

D482
Accent Rectangular Keychain

A4057
Maserati Keychain

A4058
Anello Keychain

A4071
Casa Keychain

A7006
The Carbon Fibre Keychain

This is a simple and elegant matte

Whether its a corporate gift or a

This charming polished chrome car

For a simple and elegant custom

This charming custom keychain will

Experience deluxe branding when you

silver metal keyring that is bound to

goodie bag addition that you’re looking

keychain would make for a wonderful

keychain, look no further than the

make your logo feel right at home.

choose our Carbon Fibre Keychain!

make any brand standout. See for

for, this keychain hits the mark. Order

corporate gift for clients or customers

Anello. Elevate your branding, get in

Order your sample today!

Enquire today!

yourself!

your sample today!

in the auto industry. Order your sample

touch today!

elevate your branding!

today!
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Metal

A7103
The Damiano Keychain

A7251
Circolo Keychain

A7303
The Marinella Key Chain

K375
70mm Carabiner

K252
Floating Keychain

K223
Hotel Keychain

For a truly sophisticated personalised

Smooth. Stylish. Practical. You’ll want

For a custom keychain your audience

Simple and functional, these colourful

If you’re looking for a custom keychain

This clear acrylic keychain is perfect

keychain, look no further than the

to get your hands on the Circolo

won’t want to put down, look no

carabiners will make for the perfect

for your business, boating or outdoor

for hotels and businesses alike. Order

Damiano Keychain. Connect with us

Keychain! Order a sample today!

further than the Marinella! Order your

promotional item in any goodie bag.

activity, you’re in the right place! Order

your sample today!

sample today.

Order yours today!

a sample today!

K370
60mm Carabiner

K227
Surf Board Bottle Opener

EX100
AGRADE Key Tag

Searching for a classic keychain

K204
Aluminium Metal Whistle
Keychain

There’s no denying that these vibrant

These bottle opener keychains

If you’re looking for the king of custom

design? It’s right in front of you. For

The custom aluminium whistle

60mm Carabiners will draw attention

are perfect for surfing camps or

keychains, you’ve found it! Order your

this and more unique products, get in

keychain is a must have for any sports

to your logo! See for yourself!

companies. Connect with us for a

sample today!

touch with us today!

goodie bag! Order yours today!

today for a sample!

K170
Dog Tag Keychain
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sample!
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Acrylic & Plastic

NP152
Reusable Silicone Straw

K124
Oval Keychain

This custom reusable silicone straw is

S102
Telescopic Stainless Steel
Straw

a thoughtful gift that your clients will

Position your brand as forward-

simple, flexible, you’ll want to sample

adore. Talk to us today!

thinking and eco-friendly with these

an Oval Kecychain. Order a sample

personalised stainless steel straws.

today!

For a custom keychain that is vibrant,

Order a sample today!
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K126
Rectangle Keychain

K220
Square Acrylic Keychain

K221
Oval Acrylic Keychain

Simplicity is key. So, the decision to

Elevate your branding with a premium

This is one simple custom keychain

brand on this classic keychain design?

custom keychain, like the one above.

design that gives your logo room to

Simple. Order yours today!

Enquire today!

breathe! Enquire today!
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D347
Sorrento 4 Setting Picnic Backpack

D552
Portavino Cooler Set

D740
Alfresco Picnic Set

D603
Capri Picnic Backpack

Making a great promotional gift idea, or for a company

A stylish promotional cooler bag in a dark suave blue.

A dark black picnic bag with white trimmings. Ideal as

Everything you need in a 4 person picnic set! This

outing, this stylish corporate backpack is great for an

See how your logo shapes against this personalised

a promotional corporate gift that‘s sure to turn heads.

personalised backpack is sure to catch any client‘s

outdoor picnic. Take a look and enquire today!

cooler bag. Get in touch today!

Enquire about this product now!

attention to make a great promotional gift. Contact us!

D570
Kimberley 4 Setting Picnic Backpack

D600
Adventure 4 Set Picnic Basket

D609
Lakeside BBQ Picnic Bag

D624
Urban Picnic Backpack

A classic warm brown picnic setting for up to 4 people.

This 4 person promotional picnic set comes with

Tool upon tool for cooking the perfect BBQ. This

Eat up and drink up anywhere you choose with the

With two toned trimmings and a generous storage

everything you could ask for in a picnic basket. Wow

branded bag makes a great promotional gift for any

Urban Picnic Backpack. The perfect bag for socialising

space, this item makes for a great promotional gift!

your guests with this impressive corporate gift idea!

valued client. Get in touch with us now to learn more!

over lunch, or transporting fresh food. Enquire today!

D604
Lakeside Picnic Cooler Basket

D215
Polar Fleece Picnic Rug

D294
Cooler Bag Stool

D572
Cooler Bag Set

With a large compartment space, black polyester and

An ideal picnic accessory. This branded picnic rug has

This Cooler Bag Stool is an essential for outdoors.

Why should you only stop at a bag? This Cooler Bag Set

aluminium frame, your clients are sure to appreciate this

an easy foldup method with valcro straps to keep it

Protect and insulate your food and beverages with an

provides you with all the essentials. Enquire today!

great corporate gift. Enquire now!

secured and makes for a fine corporate gift. Enquire!

incredible 20L capacity. Enquire today!
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D336
Foldable Lunch Cooler Bag

D602
2-Bottle Cooler Bag

RB1033
Lunch-Time Cooler Bag

RB1034
Snack-Time Cooler Bag

There is nothing better than a fresh lunch, so have one

Keep your beverages safe and cold with the 2-Bottle

By the beach, at the park, or in the break room, keep

A little snack here and there is healthy, so keep your

every day with this Foldable Lunch Cooler Bag. Give us

Cooler Bag. With a bottle opener included, discover all

your lunches fresh and ready to eat with the Lunch-Time

treats fresh with the Snack-Time Cooler Bag. Convenient

a call today!

the essentail benefits. Contact us today!

Cooler Bag. Talk to us today!

and compact, give us a call today!

RB1014
6-Can Cooler Bag

D598
Silver Lunch Cooler Bag

RB1030
Grocery Cooler Bag

T985
Slice Set

Create that combo of a warm day and a cool drink. The

Enjoy a fresh lunch with a Silver Lunch Cooler Bag. A

Keep your new groceries fresh with the Grocery Cooler

Eat on the go with this sustainable and reusable

6-Can Cooler Bag gives you space for your favourite

unique and stylish design with extra space for all your

bag. Insulated with lead-free aluminium to maintain

personalised gift. The perfect balance between

beverages and extra snacks. Enquire today!

foods. Talk to us today!

temperatures. Talk to us today!

practicality and design. Get in contact with us now!

D609
Lakeside BBQ Picnic Bag

D551
Urban Explorer Wine Sling

TT100
Cotton Tea Towel

D390
Glenrothes Foldable Cheese & Wine Board

Tool upon tool for cooking the perfect BBQ. This

This cheese and bubbly set is perfect for the urban

For a simple, yet highly-thoughtful custom gift, why not

You customers or giftees will be the envy of fellow

branded bag makes a great promotional gift for any

adventurer. With a 2 person setting, you can share great

opt for a cotton tea towel? Get in touch today to learn

picnickers when they flaunt this custom cheeseboard

valued client. Get in touch with us now to learn more!

memories with a loved one. Click through!

more!

and outdoor set. Reach out today for more information!
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D392
Sterling Custom Cheeseboard
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For a classic custom cheeseboard with a

D387
Braemar Glass Cheese
Board & Knife Set

modern touch, on which you‘ll be proud

Anyone would be crackers to turn down this

to display your logo, turn to the Sterling

stunning personalised cheeseboard, which

Cheeseboard! Enquire today!

any giftee will adore! Connect with us today!

D393
Glencoe Solo Cheeseboard
This solo custom gift is fit for a bachelor or

D385
Cawdor Mini Cheese
Board & Knife Set

bachelorette that can‘t get enough of cheese!

This dazzling custom cheeseboard will dazzle

For more information on this unique product,

alright! For a personalised gift that‘s unique

enquire today!

and thoughtful, Connect with us today!

D163
Acacia Cheeseboard & Knife Set

D386
Soroba Cheeseboard
& Knife Duo

For a custom cheeseboard lovers of cheese

Classic meets modern with this beautifully

will thank you for, look no further than this

designed acacia wood personalised cheese

stunning custom gift! Reach out today for

board. For a truly special custom gift, Connect

more information!

with us today!
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D384
Oban Acacia Wine Plate Set

D272
Adventure Tri Fold BBQ Set
Feel like a pro as you unravel your branded,

Highlight your brand and leave a lasting

neat compartment of grilling tools at the next

impression with this stunning custom gift, any

company picnic. Makes a great promotional

wine and cheese lover will savour! Take a look!

gift otherwise!

D268
5 Piece BBQ & Apron Set

T621
Grill Master BBQ Set

The personalised BBQ of the ages. With

Become the king of the grill with this extensive

everything you need to get that juicy steak

BBQ branded set. Impress your friends and

just the way you like it. To see what‘s on offer

your clients with this thoughtful corporate gift!

and more, click through.

Learn more here!

D269
BBQ Set in Deluxe Case

NP162
Cap Gun
A Cap Gun to hunt down your friends. Bring

This unique aluminium matt silver case

the party to your next team building exercise

holds home to a range of useful barbecuing

with this unique corporate gift idea. Click

tools. Impress your clients with this unique

through to learn more!

promotional gift with us today!
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H121
Miracle Bubbles

T475
Football Rocket

K476
Boomerang Branded Toy

K472
Tripod Boomerang

A little bubble bottle that goes a long way in creating

Nothing says fun like these Football Rockets screaming

Endless fun will be had with this unique promotional

Watch it fly as you let it rip from your hands only to come

hours of fun. Learn more about our branded toys to best

through the air. Show the fun side to your brand with

item. Just throw at a high speed and watch it fly right

straight back. This branded toy should fall in the hands

serve as an extension to your brand!

these great client gifts. Call today!

back into your hands. Enquire today!

of any energetic child or fun-loving adult!

T851
LED Light Up Yo-Yos

NP155
Branded Massage Ball

K267
Classic Puzzle Game

T801
Classic Mini Fan

Hours of fun to promote the playful side to your brand.

A perfect reliever from the stresses of an office. Give the

Slide the puzzle pieces around and try to find their order.

Beat the heat with this classic personalised gift. This

With motion activated LED lights, you can really show off

gift your consumers and employees will love with this

This classic puzzle game is great to keep an active mind

battery operated fan comes with soft foam blades and a

your yo-yo moves. Enquire today!

branded massage ball. Enquire now!

and display your brand. Enquire today!

black lanyard your clients will love. Enquire now

NP143
Crater High Bounce Ball

K276
Plastic Hand Fan

T470
Fold Up Flying Disc

T751
Fiddle Spinner

Improve your reflexes and relieve stress with this quirky

Nothing can beat the heat better than a timeless hand

It‘s a bird! It‘s a plane! It‘s a promotional Flying Disc! Have

These custom fiddle spinners are the perfect branded

personalised toy. You never know which way it is going

fan. Give the ultimate gift of comfort in a hot climate like

tonnes of fun with this branded toy and create a quirky

toy to add a little fun to the office. For this and more

ours, and get in touch with us here!

and fun extension to your brand!

personalised gifts, give us a call!

to bounce! Click through to learn more!
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NP147
Trifold Travel Sketch Pad

NP148
Quick Flip Illustrator

T811
125mm Spyro Football

T813
200mm Spyro Football

Bring your creativity wherever you go, with this playful

Get creative with this recycled cardboard illustrator

See these beauties soar through the sky with your

See these beauties soar through the sky with your

branded toy. The Trifold Sketch Pad is made from

book. With 12 vibrant colours and a spiral page holder,

glorious branding. These branded toys make for a great

glorious branding. These branded toys make for a great

recycled cardboard, so get your hands on it today!

this personalised gift is sure to impress!

personalised gift so talk to us today!

personalised gift so talk to us today!

NP149
Two Part Spiral Drawing Set

PT101
Plush Kangaroo

H705
Medium Chamois

H706
Large Chamois

With a naturally recylced cardboard cover, your logo can

Lucas the kangaroo is the fluffiest little guy you will ever

Super absorbent and easily picks up spills and

Super absorbent and easily picks up spills and

be featured on this elegant branded toy, making a fine

meet. The perfect spokesperson for your brand and a

accidents. Give this personalised gift to a valued client

accidents. Give this personalised gift to a valued client

promotional gift. Enquire with us to learn more!

great personalised gift. Enquire today!

or customer and promote your brand in doing so!

or customer and promote your brand in doing so!

PT102
Plush Koala

PT103
Plush Puppy

H905
2.5L Dry Bag with Phone Window

H906
5L Dry Bag

Lilly the Koala is the ultimate fuzz ball promotional item.

Leo the Plush Puppy is ready to become the next

Bring your essentials to new heights with a 2.5L Dry Bag.

Never worry about bringing your essentials outside with

Offering hugs and warmth, she stands for cuteness as a

extension to your brand to finally be crowned ‚the

Compact and transportable, the bag is also durable to

this 5L Dry Bag. Waterproof and durable, protect your

goodest boy‘. Enquire today!

protect your essentials. Enquire today!

essentials in all conditions. Give us a call!

character that your consumers will love!
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H907
10L Dry Bag

T694
Survival Stylus

J620
Retro Sunglasses

H608
Watermelon Branded Lip Balm

The immense space of this 10L Dry Bag will put all your

Master your environment with this all-in-one promotional

These Retro Sunglasses make a cool corporate or

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

worries at ease. Cater for all your essentials with care

gift. The Survival Stylus is sure to leave an impression in

personalised gift. Show off some style and relive a

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

and protection. Order a sample today!

the jungle that is this corporate world!

simpler time with the very best promotional items.

styles, contact us today!

H904
Survival Band

NP157
Sand Spike

H609
Mint Branded Lip Balm

H610
Tangerine Branded Lip Balm

Navigate your way through this corporate world with

A quirky, yet practical promotional gift. These Branded

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

the Survival Band, a unqiue promotional tool that‘s full of

Sand Spikes are a trendy way to keep out pesty sand

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

character and utility. Enquire today!

from your valuables. Click through to learn more!

styles, contact us today!

styles, contact us today!

K292
Vivace Bandage Dispenser

J619
Riveria Sunglasses

H606
Vanilla Lip Balm

H612
Coconut Branded Lip Balm

A convenient, travel friendly carry case for your

100% UVA and UVB protection, these sunglasses are the

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

bandages. Your client will love this promotional gift as

coolest branded gift around. Check out your logo on this

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

product now and get in touch to learn more!

styles, contact us today!

styles, contact us today!

safety should always come first. Enquire now!
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H615
Bee Natural Lip Balm

H613
Lime Branded Lip Balm

A1548
San Martina Manicure Set

RB1028
Clear Travel Case

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

Heal those chapped lips with this thoughful branded lip

The perfect personalised travel accessory! The Martina

A subtle statement, this Clear Travel Case is for lovers

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

balm & personalised gift. With a variety of flavours and

Manicure Set features a range of on the go tools in a

of small sophistication. A perfect fit for cosmetics and

styles, contact us today!

styles, contact us today!

neat branded compartment. Enquire now!

stationery. Order a sample today!

H626
Golf Ball Lip Balm

H359
Friendship Bracelet

D888
Madison Toiletries Bag

SW101
Branded Silicone Wristband

A quirky golf ball casing stores the go to promotional

Show that special someone just how much they mean to

The Madison Toiletries Bag brings class to the smallest

A simple yet effective way to promote your brand.

product for chapped lips. To see your branding on this

you with this custom personalised gift. Put your name,

details. Crafted from split leather and microfibre for

These silicone wristbands are a must have for your

product, get in touch with us today!

theirs or just a motto on this thoughtful present!

maximum comfort. Enquire today!

personalised products. Get in touch with us here!

H317
Eye Glass Cleaner Set with Cloth

H352
Tremont Luggage Tag

K802
Glass Nail File

K816
Folding Travel Tooth Brush

Get out those reading glasses because we have a great

A thin, light weight aluminium luggage tag, perfect

Promote healthy hands with these custom Glass Nail

The ultimate travel companion, or a backup toothbrush

branded item you‘ll love! This Eye Glass Cleaner Set has

for a bustling lifestyle. To see your branding on this

Files. With a glass exterior, they allow for smooth and

for busy mornings. The Folding Travel Toothbrush makes

promotional item, get in touch with us!

neat nails. Get in touch to learn more!

for a great corporate gift idea. Enquire now!

everything you need to keep those peepers spick!
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K925
Micro Fibre Pouch & Cloth

H399
Dente Floss 20pk

A sleek micro fibre pouch to hold your new

Save the embarrassment of food in your teeth

micro fibre cloth, all with your branding subtly

with this thoughtful promotional present.

included to make a great promotional gift idea.

The Dente Floss pack ensures hygiene and a

Enquire today!

cleanly brand. Enquire today!

T578
The Glarus Silicone Wrist Band

H398
Bambu Toothbrush

This fun and colourful silicone wrist band

Use the Mother Nature endorsed Bambu

would make for one special custom gift that

toothbrushes for an ethically cleaned smile.

your giftees are bound to remember for a long

This thoughtful branded gift can be yours now.

time yet! See for yourself!

Enquire today!

RB1029
Tech Kit Pouch

H323
25pk Dente Floss
Your teeth don‘t deserve ugly chunks of

A suave zippered Tech Kit Pouch. Perfect for

food stuck in them! Show your pearly whites

holding all your technical bibs and bobs to

love and care with a 25 pack of Dente Floss.

make a great personalised gift or custom bag.

Enquire today!

To learn more enquire now!
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K814
Toothpaste Squeezer

T999
RFID Aluminium Card Wallet

Make the most of that white gold that is

Your audience will love this practical and

your tube of toothpaste! Use this for any

valuable custom gift! For this and more

lotion, ointment or paint that comes in a tube.

premium products like it, call us today!

Enquire today!

NP152
Resuable Silicone Straw

EX101
AGRADE Card Wallet

This custom resusuable silicone straw is a

This card wallet screams class and

thoughtful gift that your clients will adore. Talk

sophistication with a suade leather finish.

to us today!

Have it be an extension of your brand today.
Just contact us today!

NP153
Reusable Stainless Steel Straw

EX102
AGRADE Luggage Tag
A classy suade leather luggage tag for the

Be the example for an eco minded audience

busy executive. Perfect as a corporate gift

by browsing our stainless steel reusable

with beautiful black or brown finishes. Get in

straws. For a straw you‘re sure to adore, take

touch with us today!

a look today!
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EX103
AGRADE Slim Fold Wallet

EX110
AGRADE Passport Holder

T547
The Newton Salad Shaker

T548
Palmetto Salad Container

A traditional yet sophisticated piece of the finest suade

A stylish suade leather compartment to hold your

This custom salad shaker could very well be your next

Keep salads and foods fresh with this all in one salad

leather. Get this promotional product for any valued

precious passport. What more could a busy executive

corporate gift or promotional product that is set to wow!

container. With a secure knife and fork holder, this

client or staff. Enquire here today!

ask for? Get this product as an extension of your brand!

Enquire today!

branded promotional item should not be missed!

K807
5 Minute Sand Timer

T833
Rain Poncho Ball

D505
OBI Bluetooth Speaker

NP158
Drifters Bluetooth Earbuds

Get timing! This 5 minute sand timer makes for a cool

If you like Pina Coladas but not getting caught in the

A quirky golf ball casing stores the go to promotional

Stylish & sophisticated white earbuds. A perfect

corporate gift. Get in touch to learn more now through

rain, this promotional item is perfect for you! Stay dry

product for chapped lips. To see your branding on this

personalised gift for a valued client, with your unique

us!

with the compact rain poncho. Enquire now!

product, get in touch with us today!

branding attached. Speak to us today to learn more!

T980
Senoia Triple Container

T982
The Big Savoy Sandwich Container

Carry your lunch in style with this custom personalised

Never suffer through a squashed sandwich again with

lunchbox. With a built in compartment to keep your

the nearly 50mm thick sandwich containers. To learn

utensils clean, this box has it all! Enquire today!

more, simply contact us!
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Mirror Finish
F901
Monaco Pen

F902
Bullet Pen

The Monaco Pen oozes style. For this and more premium

This showstopping personalised pen will make your

corporate pens, get in touch with us!

brand pop. Learn more about this and other custom
pens today!
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NP160
Vitra Personalised Pen

NP161
Xola Custom Pens

F908
Dot Pen

P127
Manopoli Pen

Bring the colour back to your stationary with our Vitra

Put the style in your brand‘s step with the colourfully

This quirky personalised pen will stop anyone in their

This neat and minimal Manopoli pen will make your

Personalised Pens. It‘s style, convenience and comfort

flashy Xola Custom Pens. For elegant design and

tracks. To get the attention your brand deserves, get in

brand stand out from the crowd. Enquire about a sample

wrapped into one package. Enquire now!

comfortable usability, give us a call!

touch with us!

today!

P122
Napoli Pen

F898
Peri Pen

P128
Amalfi Pen

P121
Capri Pen

These funky pens are guaranteed to leave a lasting

You can do no wrong with this black and silver corporate

The Amalfi Pen is bound to attract attention to your

This is a bold and colourful personalised pen that your

impression. Take a closer look at the design features

pen. Take a look at this stunning product and more just

brand, whether its through its bold design or pen light.

audience are guaranteed to treasure. Reach out to us to

that make the Napoli such a standout!

like it!

Order your sample today!

secure a sample today!
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P126
Gallipoli Pen

P125
Roma Pen

For a simple and vibrant personalised pen that shows

For a colourful, and easy-to-use branded pen, you can‘t

off your brand logo, the Gallipoli Pen will do the trick.

go wrong with a Roma Pen. You‘ll love this and other

Enqurie today!

products we have to offer!

F500
Slim Pen

F502
Skil Pen

FD70S
Hex Stylus Pen (Thin)

FD70XLS
Hex Stylus Pen

If you‘re searching for a truly special corporate pen, the

This is one bold corporate pen that will leave a mark! To

This Stylus Hex Pen embodies style and sophistication.

You‘ll love the added sophistication that comes with his

Slim Pen has you covered. Enquire today!

get your brand noticed, give us a call today!

Experience the difference that premium branding can

unique custom pen design. For this and equally stunning

make.... get it touch!

corporate pens, Contact us today!

F501
Bloa Pen

F503
Sari Pen

FD70S.MTO
Hex Stylus Pen (Thin)

FD03M
Aji Pen

With a design so slick, you‘ll want to keep these

The Sari Pen is a super slim and simplistic corporate

This Stylus Hex Pen embodies style and sophistication.

A corporate pen destined for someone great. Be that

corporate pens for yourself. Take a look at this and more

pen that is bound to bring a sparkle to your eye. Order a

Experience the difference that premium branding can

someone and give us a call to see how your logo looks

designs!

sample today and see for yourself!

make.... get it touch!

on your brand new Aji custom pen!
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Stylus
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P127
Manopoli Pen

P125
Roma Pen

F892
Hexad Stylus Pen

This neat and minimal Manopoli pen

For a colourful, and easy-to-use

The Hexad Stylus Pen is a stunning

will make your brand stand out from

branded pen, you can‘t go wrong with

balance of sophistication and unique

the crowd. Enquire about a sample

a Roma Pen. You‘ll love this and other

design. Take a look at this corporate

today!

products we have to offer!

pen and other similar products!

NP160
Vitra Personalised Pen

P731
Canterbury Stylus Pen

F908
Dot Pen

NP123
Voyager Stylus Pen

NP150
Starliner Light Up Stylus Pen

P722
Milan Stylus Pen

Bring the colour back to your

Turn heads and raise eyebrows with

This quirky personalised pen will stop

The unique Voyager Stylus Pen is

Stand out with this glowing pen! For

Your customers will write in style and

stationary with our Vitra Personalised

these stunning brass twist-action pens

anyone in their tracks. To get the

dual-purpose branded pen that will

this impressive custom pen and more

comfort with this bold metallic stylus

Pens. It‘s style, convenience and

with silver accents and a stylus. Why

attention your brand deserves, get in

draw attention to your brand. Get

like it, get in contact with us here

pen. Reach out us for a sample!

comfort wrapped into one package.

not order a sample today?

touch with us!

noticed today!

today!

F432
Infinity Pen

NP144
Malibu Stylus Pen

P732
Newark Stylus Pen

P735
Silver Grenada Stylus Pen

P750
Kapalua Stylus Pen

P738
Grenada Stylus Pen

Make people say ‚wow‘ with this

This personalised pen is the perfect

The Newark Stylus Pen is a slim and

The Silver Grenada Stylus Pen is a

Nothing screams versatility and

This charming and easy-to-hold

beautifully simple personalised pen.

balance of fun and style. To take your

elegant pen that is available in four

classic design with a modern touch

comfort like this smooth, twist action

branded pen may just be your next

If you‘re desperate to elevate your

branding to new heights, get in touch

flattering colours. Order a sample

that your tech-savvy audience will

Kapalua Stylus Pen. Connect with us

marketing tool! Learn more today!

branding, we‘ve got your back!

with us!

today!

appreciate. Enquire today!

today!
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P739
Barbuda Stylus Pen

FD75S
Claw Stylus Pen

FD78XLS
Sari Stylus Pen

FD71XL5.MTO
Manopoli Pen

FD765.MTO
Roma Pen

FD78XL5.MTO
Hexad Stylus Pen

Looking for a simple, functional, and

For a custom ballpoint pen that is

Crafted from brass, stainless steel,

This neat and minimal Manopoli pen

For a colourful, and easy-to-use

The Hexad Stylus Pen is a stunning

ergonomic custom pen? We found a

bound to dazzle, you‘re looking for the

and ABS thermoplastic, this pen not

will make your brand stand out from

branded pen, you can‘t go wrong with

balance of sophistication and unique

search result: The Barbuda Stylus Pen.

broad and bold Claw Pen and Stylus.

only feels good, but looks even better!

the crowd. Enquire about a sample

a Roma Pen. You‘ll love this and other

design. Take a look at this corporate

Order your sample today!

Order a sample today!

Enquire today!

today!

products we have to offer!

pen and other similar products!

FD78S
Sari Stylus Pen (Thin)

FD71S
Clap Stylus Pen

FD70S
Hex Stylus Pen (Thin)

Less is more, and the Sari Thin Stylus

This slim and symmetrical design is

This Stylus Hex Pen embodies style

is proof of that! Order your sample

out to wow. Whether for a corporate

and sophistication. Experience the

today!

gift or a stationery re-stock, get in

difference that premium branding can

touch with us!

make.... get it touch!

FD76S
Jot Stylus Pen

FD70S.MTO
Hex Stylus Pen

FD785.MT0
Sari Stylus Pen

For pen that feels as great as it looks,

This Stylus Hex Pen embodies style

Less is more, and the Sari Thin Stylus

you‘re in safe hands with a Jot Stylus.

and sophistication. Experience the

is proof of that! Order your sample

Enquire now!

difference that premium branding can

today!

make.... get it touch!
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NP115
2 in 1 Pencil Set

NP148
Quick Flip Illustrator

NP147
Trifold Travel Sketch Pad

NP141 (Large)
Colour In 3 in 1 Magnetic Frame Colour Set

Compact, easy to carry, and thoughtful. This 2 in 1 Pencil

Get creative with this recycled cardboard illustrator

Bring your creativity wherever you go, with this playful

Get creative! Colouring in is a great creative stress

Set is a perfect custom gift for all ages! Order a sample

book. With 12 vibrant colours and a spiral page holder,

branded toy. The Trifold Sketch Pad is made from

reliever for both kids and adults. Contact us today!

today!

this personalised gift is sure to impress!

recycled cardboard, Enquire today!

NP133
Colour Pencil Pack

NP149
Two Part Spiral Drawing Set

HP800
Pencil 3.5 White Paint

G1206
4 Colour Pen with Stylus

Nature lovers will love these lead-free set of mini

With a naturally recylced cardboard cover, your logo can

This slick white lead pencil will make your brand‘s logo

Multifunctioning has never meant as much as it does

coloured pencils packaged in recycled cardboard.

be featured on this elegant branded toy, making a fine

stand out! Be seen, contact us today!

now! This 4 Colour personalised pen can now act as a

Contact us for future-forward branding solutions!

promotional gift. Enquire with us to learn more!

stylus too. Click through to learn more!
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Highlighters
T337
Star Shaped Highlighter

With four vibrant colours, this Little Guy is the coolest

This clever, practical, and fun highlighter is perfect for

highlighter around. Order your sample today!

schools and businesses. Enquire today!

F117
Duo Highlighter/Pen

T323
Medina Highlighter Set

T331
Daisy Highlighter

P363
Samosir Highlighter

This is one clever writing tool you‘ll be proud to place

You‘re customers are bound to love and cherish this

Anyone would be rosy-cheeked and flattered receiving

This a neat, easy-to-carry highlighter your giftees will

your logo on. Get in touch today to elevate your

unique highlighter set. Order a sample of this piece of

this charming Daisy Highlighter. Order a sample today!

adore! Get in touch to discover premium branding!

branding!

ingenuity!

T327
Jug O’ Highlighters

T761
Fiddle Spinning Highlighter

K212
Tolinga Triangle Highlighter

T322
High 5 Highlighter

Trying to get your brand recognised? All you need is a

Functionality meets fun in this unique personalised

The Tolinga Triangle Highlighter is a clean, simple, and

Perfect of classrooms, these High 5 Highlighters are

cup o‘ perseverance and a Jug O‘ Highlighters! Enquire

stationery item. Connect with us today for a sample!

unique highlighter that your customers will love! Enquire

just a handful of fun! Order a sample custom hightlighter

today!

today!

today!
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T321
Little Guy Highlighter
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Light Up
T398
Wax Lipstick Highlighter
If it‘s a Wax Lipstick Highlighter, you‘re going to be
using it for a while... Check out this and many more high
quality custom stationery with us!

K601
Bugio Carabiner Highlighter

K214
Nauru Highlighter

If eye-catching highlighters are what you‘re looking for,

For a stylish 2-colour-combination highlighter, you can‘t

look no further. Order a Bugio Carabiner Highlighter

go wrong with the Nauru Highlighter. Enquire today!

NP150
Starliner Light Up Stylus Pen

T403
Plastic Light Pen (Red)

The Amalfi Pen is bound to attract

Stand out with this glowing pen! For

For a unique custom pen that will make

attention to your brand, whether its

this impressive custom pen and more

for fun branding, look no further than

through its bold design or pen light.

like it, get in contact with us today!

this red light up pen! For this and more
unique products, enquire today!

Order your sample today!

sample today!
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P128
Amalfi Pen

K881
Balboa Highlighter

K602
Hydra Highlighter

These ingenious highlighters with small adhesive notes

The Hydra Highlighter makes for enjoyable and

would make for a lovely edition to to corporate gift bags

comfortable highlighting. If you‘re in the market for

or university goodie bags! Order a sample today!

premium branding solutions, get in touch with us!

T401
Plastic light Pen (Blue)

T402
Plastic Light Pen (Green)

T923
Courbe 4-in-1 Pen

This blue or silver light up pen would

This electric green light up pen makes

Is it a Pen? Is it a LED Mini Flashlight?

make for a fun custom pen! Get your

branding fun! To get noticed, get in

A Mobile Phone Stand? A Stylus? It’s

brand noticed, contact us today!

touch with us today!

all four! Enquire today!
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Plastic
P207
Economiser Pen

P210
Maui Pen

For a simple and vibrant personalised pen that shows off

Your logo will undoubtedly stand out on this simple, yet

your brand logo, the Economiser Pen will do the trick.

bold and striking custom pen. Order your sample today!

Enqurie today!
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P500
Brilliant Clip Pen

P346
Metallic Mykonos Pen

F031
Versa Pen

This sure is a brilliant pen. Twist-

This easy-to-hold branded pen with

You‘ll surely impress your customers

action, practical, and vibrant...it‘s got it

its wavy design makes for comfortable

P308
Sardina Pen

P323
Kefalonia Pen

with these unique branded pen

The Sardinia Pen is a perfect choice if you‘re looking for

Stand out from the rest of the crowd when you place

all! Order your sample today!

writing. If this is the custom pen for

designs. For more information on this

your brand, enquire today!

a unique and quirky branded pen. For more information

your logo on our custom pens! Get in touch with us

and other custom pens, enquire today!

or a sample, contact us!

today!

F018
Raven Pen

NP123
The Voyager Stylus Pen

F549
2 in 1 Stylus Pen

For a uniquely designed branded pen,

The unique Voyager Stylus Pen is

You‘re in safe hands with this 2 in 1

look no further than the Raven Pen.

dual-purpose branded pen that will

Stylus Pen. If you want to take your

P319
Tongan Pen

P317
The Catalina Pen

Enquire about this custom gift and

draw attention to your brand. Get

branding to the next level, get in

Grab attention and leave a lasting impression with our

Simple and classic, The Catalina Pen makes for a

others today!

noticed today!

stylish and ergonomic custom pens. Enqurie today!

wonderful custom pen that will undoubtedly highlight

contact with us!

your brand for all to see. Enquire today!
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P291
The Coronado Twister Pen

P722
Milan Stylus Pen

T403
Plastic Light Pen (Red)

T401
Plastic light Pen (Blue)

Stand out with these vibrant translucent pens that will

Your customers will write in style and comfort with this

For a unique custom pen that will make for fun branding,

This blue or silver light up pen would make for a fun

undoubtedly make your logo pop! Contact us today for

bold metallic stylus pen. Reach out us for a sample!

look no further than this red light up pen! For this and

custom pen! Get your brand noticed, contact us at

more unique products, enquire today!

today!

a sample.

P355
Victoria 2 Way Pen

P390
Hainan Pen

P750
Kapalua Stylus Pen

P738
Grenada Stylus Pen

It‘ll be hard to lose this 2-colour ink pen with an

Comfortable, sturdy, and eye-catching, this is a custom

Nothing screams versatility and comfort like this smooth,

This charming and easy-to-hold branded pen may just

lanyard! For this and more personalised stationery your

pen that will make your logo pop. Get in touch today!

twist action Kapalua Stylus Pen. Connect with us today!

be your next marketing tool! Learn more today!

P735
Silver Grenada Stylus Pen

P736
Seminole Stylus Pen

P739
Barbuda Stylus Pen

T923
Courbe 4-in-1 Pen

The Silver Grenada Stylus Pen is a classic design with

This is one elegant and ergonomic custom pen you‘ll

Looking for a simple, functional, and ergonomic custom

Is it a Pen? Is it a LED Mini Flashlight? A Mobile Phone

a modern touch that your tech-savvy audience will

want your brand featured on. Get in touch today!

pen? We found a search result: The Barbuda Stylus Pen.

Stand? A Stylus? It‘s all four! Enquire today!

customers will adore, give us a call!

appreciate. Enquire today!
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Order your sample today!
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NP150
Starliner Light Up Stylus Pen

P267
Santorini Pen

F195
Arctic Pen

Stand out with this glowing pen! For this impressive

Your audience will be writing with joy when they hold

Pick up the Arctic pen and you‘ll struggle to

custom pen and more like it, get in contact with us here

this vibrant ballpoint custom pen. Order a sample today!

put it down. Learn more about this unique

today!

custom pen. Get in touch with us today!

T402
Plastic Light Pen (Green)

This is one clever writing tool you‘ll be proud to place

This electric green light up pen makes branding fun! To

blush! For more personalised pens that will

your logo on. Get in touch today to elevate your

get noticed, get in touch with us to know more!

undoubtedly put smiles on your customers‘

branding!
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FO92
Blossom Pen with Highlighter

F117
Duo Highlighter/Pen

The Blossom pen is sure to make your giftee

faces, give us a call!

P392
Palmyra Pen

CMP
Counter Mat Pen

P325
Sri Lanka Pen

The Counter Mat Pen is an essential for banks, hotels,

If it‘s a comfortable and broad custom pen you‘re looking

side of one our customised Palmyra Pens.

or checkout counters. If your business needs clever

for, you‘re in safe hands with the Sri Lanka ballpoint pen.

Get in touch now to make the most of your

branding solutions, we‘re here to help!

Connect with us today!

promotional branding!

Your logo will look sleek running down the
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Gifting
F209
Black Delux Display Box Pen
This Black Delux Diplay Box will raise
eyebrows and drop jaws! Give us a call and
order your sample today!

GBTPB
Black Two-Piece Gift Box

GBBM
Brushed Metal Gift Box

GBSS
Matte Metal Gift Box

You‘ll raise eyebrows when you gift

You‘ll love the sophistication this

Have your brand at your customers‘

this suave Black Two-Piece Gift Box

stylish silver gift box brings to your

fingertips with this versatile and

with your logo over it. Get in touch

personalised pen gift. Give us a call

personalised gift box they‘ll undenibaly

with us today!

today to make customers happy!

love. Get your brand noticed. Enquire!

GBCT
Clear Tube

GBVS
Black Velour Sleeve

F302
Velvet Pen Pouch

This Clear Tube will guarantee to add

Elevate your personalised pen gift

This Velvet Pen Pouch is that added

a touch of class and sophistication to

and branding with this stunning Black

touch of class your giftees will love.

your personalised pen gift. Order your

Velour Sleeve. Enquire today!

Learn more about this elegant product!

sample today!
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F204
Black Gift Box w/ Window
Gifting got a little classier when this stunning
Black Gift Box hit our shelves. Do your brand a
favour and give us a call!

F207
Clear Presentation Tube (Silver)
Spruce up your personalised pen gift with a
Clear Presentation Tube...your customers will
love it. Order a sample today.
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Metal
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F441
Thomas Pen

P731
Canterbury Stylus Pen

The Thomas Pen is a simple and comfortable corporate

Turn heads and raise eyebrows with these stunning

gift that anyone would love to get their hands on. See for

brass twist-action pens with silver accents and a stylus.

yourself!

Why not order a sample today?

NP160
Vitra Personalised Pen

NP161
Xola Custom Pens

F440
Edison Pen

Bring the colour back to your

Put the style in your brand‘s step

Uplift your branding with this elegant

stationary with our Vitra Personalised

with the colourfully flashy Xola

F037
Chelsea Pen

F343
Kilkenny Pen

custom pen, available in six charming

Pens. It‘s style, convenience and

Custom Pens. For elegant design and

This branded pen boasts a simple and modern design

Accentuate your brand with this simple, yet vibrant

colours. Take a look!

branded pen design. Talk to us today and be talked

comfort wrapped into one package.

comfortable usability, give us a call!

that is bound to impress. Wanting to push your brand
into the next level? You‘re in the right place.

about tomorrow!

F450
Madison Pen

P122
Napoli Pen

F144
Havana Pen

With up to 14 colour combinations, you

These funky pens are guaranteed

Slap your logo on these striking

can‘t go wrong with the Madison Pen.

to leave a lasting impression. Take a

Havana Pens, which are sure to

F339
Gala Pen

F908
Dot Pen

For quality branding, get in touch with

closer look at the design features that

impress. Enquire today for this and

If sturdy, bold, and durable is what you‘re looking for in

This quirky personalised pen will stop anyone in their

us today!

tracks. To get the attention your brand deserves, get in

make the Napoli such a standout!

more elegant custom pens!

a branded pen, look no further. Order a sample from us
today!

touch with us!
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F902
Bullet Pen

F901
Monaco Pen

F400
Arrow Pen

NP144
Malibu Stylus Pen

This showstopping personalised pen will make your

The Monaco Pen oozes style. For this and more premium

You‘ll apprecaite this easy-to-hold, vibrant, and simple

This personalised pen is the perfect balance of fun and

brand pop. Learn more about this and other custom

corporate pens, get in touch with us!

branded pen and your giftees will be appreciating you.

style. To take your branding to new heights, get in touch

Order your sample today.

with us!

pens with us!
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F585
Odyssey Pen

F432
Infinity Pen

F390
Eva Pen

F600
Event Pen

Your Brand printed on the Odyssey Pen... It‘s written in

Make people say ‚wow‘ with this beautifully simple

The choice to purchase an Eva Pen is easy, especially

Branding with style and class is as easy as slapping

the stars. Enquire about this one-in-a-million corporate

personalised pen. If you‘re desperate to elevate your

when it looks this elegant. Get in touch for more

your logo on the stunning Event Pen. Order your sample

pen!

branding, we‘ve got your back!

information on this or any other corporate pen!

today!

F392
Accord Pen

F414
Eclipse Pen

P704
Tobago Pen

F892
Hexad Stylus Pen

For a classic corporate pen that makes even scribbling

This push action branded pen is an oldie but a goodie!

This is one stunning brass, click action ballpoint pen

The Hexad Stylus Pen is a stunning balance of

sophisticated, look no further than the Accord Pen. For

For this sophisticated corporate gift and others, enquire

you‘ll want to get your hands on. Enquire today!

sophistication and unique design. Take a look at this

this and more classy designs, enquire today!

today!

corporate pen and other similar products!
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P121
Capri Pen

F870
Eden Pen

P124
Mondello Pen

Stunning and durable. The Eden Pen is a corporate pen

If you‘re looking to elevate your branding with a custom

that your audience are guaranteed to treasure.

unlike any other! Enquire today!

pen, check out our bold Mondello Pens. Order your

Reach out to us to secure a sample today!

This is a bold and colourful personalised pen

sample today!

P126
Gallipoli Pen

P732
Newark Stylus Pen

T382
Logo Projector Flashlight Pen

The Newark Stylus Pen is a slim and elegant pen that is

Illuminate your brand with this Lego Projector Flashlight

shows off your brand logo, the Gallipoli Pen

available in four flattering colours. Order a sample today!

Pen. Get in touch to find out more about this product

will do the trick. Enqurie today!

For a simple and vibrant personalised pen that

and others!
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P125
Roma Pen

P127
Manopoli Pen

P128
Amalfi Pen

The Silver Grenada Stylus Pen is a classic design with

The Amalfi Pen is bound to attract attention to your

you can‘t go wrong with a Roma Pen. You‘ll

a modern touch that your tech-savvy audience will

brand, whether its through its bold design or pen light.

love this and other products we have to offer!

appreciate. Enquire today!

Order your sample today!

For a colourful, and easy-to-use branded pen,
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F898
Peri Pen

F501
Bloa Pen

F503
Sari Pen

You can do no wrong with this black and silver

With a design so slick, you‘ll want to keep these

The Sari Pen is a super slim and simplistic corporate

corporate pen. Take a look at this stunning

corporate pens for yourself. Take a look at this and more

pen that is bound to bring a sparkle to your eye. Order a

product and more just like it!

designs, contact us today!

sample today and see for yourself!

If you‘re searching for a truly special corporate

F343.LE
Kilkenny Pen (and Tube)

FD75S
Claw Stylus Pen

pen, the Slim Pen has you covered. Enquire

Your audience will love this simple and elegant corporate

For a custom ballpoint pen that is bound to dazzle,

today!

pen and its gloss silver trim. Order a sample today!

you‘re looking for the broad and bold Claw Pen and

F500
Slim Pen

Stylus. Order a sample today!

F502
Skil Pen
This is one bold corporate pen that will leave

FD78XLS
Sari Stylus Pen

FD78S
Sari Stylus Pen (Thin)

a mark! To get your brand noticed, give us a

Crafted from brass, stainless steel, and ABS

Less is more, and the Sari Thin Stylus is proof of that!

call today!

thermoplastic, this pen not only feels good, but looks

Get in touch with us and order your sample today!

even better! Enquire today!
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FD71S
Clap Stylus Pen

FD76S
Jot Stylus Pen

This slim and symmetrical design is out to wow. Whether

For pen that feels as great as it looks, you‘re in safe

for a corporate gift or a stationery re-stock, get in touch

hands with a Jot Stylus. Enquire now!

with us here today!

FD68
Clas Pen

FD67
Skil Pen

Simplicity, class, and good design, the Clas push metal

A Skil, with it‘s one-of-a-kind design was built to turn

ballpoint pen has it all! Connect with us to discover

heads. Order a sample to see for yourself! and others!

premium branding!

FD65.09
Corpy Pen

FD87
Peps Pen

Make an impression with these high quality push metal

These pens hold a comfortable design to make a

ball point pens! Call us today!

comfortable hold. Slap on your logo and it‘s the perfect
extension to your brand. Get in contact to learn more!
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FD86
Nolo Pen

FD84
Atten Pen

FD83
Pegi Pen

Beautiful black rubber finish with an

A classic pen for a classic brand. Give

Imagine your logo propped against the

accented stainless steel. What‘s not

your logo the luxury of being on one

matte black rubber of one of these

to love about this classic pen? Enquire

of these badboys and impress your

classic corporate pens. To learn more

today to learn more!

clients with the Atten custom pen.

give us a shout!

FD72
Glad Pen

FD70
Hex Pen

FD78XL
Sari Pen

Optimal comfort and superior design

1300 metres of writing time! The Slim

Your logo would look great against the

to best feature your brand‘s logo. The

Hex pens provide a stylish corporate

warm matte black finish of these Sari

Glad is everything you want in a pen.

look with a non-skip, smooth writing

corporate pens. To learn more enquire

Enquire today to take a closer look!

experience. Contact us now!

with us today!

FD75
Claw Pen

FD66
Slim Pen

FD71
Clap Pen

The perfect extension to your brand‘s

A curvy custom pen that boasts a slim

Thin and sleek, the Clap custom

image. The Claw corporate custom

design to fit comfortably in your hand.

corporate pens provide a smooth

pens sport a rounded body and

What else could you need? To learn

writing experience and a stylish image

stainless steel, begging for your logo.

more, enquire with us today!

to your brand. Call us today!
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FD77
Peri Pen

FD71XL
Clap Corporate Pen

FD62
Folk Pen

A warm rounded pen with a pointed

The classic Clap personalised pen is

The best of modern design in one little

tip to converge at its ballpoint. The

back! See what your logo looks like

package. The Folk personalised pens

Peri branded pen is perfect for any

running down the side of this stylish

are ready to display your glorious logo.

business ocassion. Enquire today!

custom pen today. Give us a call!

Get in touch with us!

FD82
Dial Pen

FD81
Soo Pen

FD80
Bloa Pen

With a rounded plastic body

Sophistication is the name of the game

Clean design paired with a warm

and stainless steel clip, the Dial

for this corporate promotional pen.

writing experience. Get in touch to see

personalised pens provide all that you

Clean design and even cleaner lines

how your brand‘s logo looks on a Bloa

could ask for in corporate penware.

will be had with this Soo pen. Enquire!

promotional pen to wow your clients!

FD78S.MTO
Sari Stylus Pen (Thin)

FD71XLS.MTO
Clap Corporate Pen

FD76S.MTO
Jot Stylus Twist Metal Ballpen

Less is more, and the Sari Thin Stylus

The classic Clap personalised pen is

For pen that feels as great as it looks,

is proof of that! Order your sample

back! See what your logo looks like

you’re in safe hands with a Jot Stylus.

today!

running down the side of this stylish

Enquire now!

custom pen today. Give us a call!
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FD78XLS.MTO
Sari Stylus Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD71S.MTO
Clap Stylus Thin Twist Metal Ball Pen

Crafted from brass, stainless steel, and ABS

This slim and symmetrical design is out to wow. Whether

thermoplastic, this pen not only feels good, but looks

for a corporate gift or a stationery re-stock, get in touch

even better! Enquire today!

with us here!

FD75S.MTO
Claw Stylus Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD77S.MTO
Peri Stylus Twist Metal Ball Pen

For a custom ballpoint pen that is bound to dazzle,

A warm rounded pen with a pointed tip to converge at

you‘re looking for the broad and bold Claw Pen and

its ballpoint. The Peri branded pen is perfect for any

Stylus. Order a sample today!

business ocassion. Enquire with us to learn more!

FD85S.MTO
Pino Stylus Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD78XL.MTO
Sari Twist Metal Ball Pen

Crafted from brass, stainless steel, and ABS

Your logo would look great against the warm matte

thermoplastic, this pen not only feels good, but looks

black finish of these Sari corporate pens. To learn more

even better! Enquire today!

enquire with us today!
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FD66.MTO
Slim Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD75S.MTO
Claw Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD65.MTO
Corpy Push Metal Ball Pen

FD68.MTO
Clas Push Metal Ball Pen

A curvy custom pen that boasts a slim design to fit

The perfect extension to your brand‘s image. The Claw

These Corpy pens are nothing short of unique and

Simplicity, class, and good design, the Clas push metal

comfortably in your hand. What else could you need? To

corporate custom pens sport a rounded body and

elegant! Order your free sample today!

ballpoint pen has it all! Connect with us to discover

learn more, enquire with us today!

stainless steel, begging for your logo. Enquire today!

FD62.MTO
Folk Twist Metal Ball Pen

FDO3M.MTO
Aji Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD7OXL.MTO
Hex Pen (Slim)

FD77.MTO
Peri Twist Metal Ball Pen

The best of modern design in one little package. The

A corporate pen destined for someone great. Be that

You‘ll love the added sophistication that comes with his

A warm rounded pen with a pointed tip to converge at

Folk personalised pens are ready to display your glorious

someone and give us a call to see how your logo looks

unique custom pen design. For this and equally stunning

its ballpoint. The Peri branded pen is perfect for any

logo. All you have to do is get in touch with us!

on your brand new Aji custom pen!

corporate pens, contact us!

business ocassion. Enquire with us to learn more!

FD67.MTO
Skil Push Metal Ball Pen

FD70.MTO
Slim Hex Pen

FD80.MTO
Bloa Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD81.MTO
Soo Twist Metal Ball Pen

A Skil, with it‘s one-of-a-kind design was built to turn

1300 metres of writing time! The Slim Hex pens provide

Clean design paired with a warm writing experience. Get

Sophistication is the name of the game for this corporate

heads. Order a sample to see for yourself!

a stylish corporate look with a non-skip, smooth writing

in touch to see how your brand‘s logo looks on a Bloa

promotional pen. Clean design and even cleaner lines

experience. Contact us now to learn more!

promotional pen to wow your clients and staff!

will be had with this Soo pen. Enquire today!

premium branding!
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FD84.MTO
Atten Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD82.MTO
Dial Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD71.MTO
Clap Twist Metal Ball Pen

With a rounded plastic body and stainless steel clip, the

Thin and sleek, the Clap custom corporate pens provide

logo the luxury of being on one of these bad-

Dial personalised pens provide all that you could ask for

a smooth writing experience and a stylish image to your

boys and impress your clients with the Atten

in corporate penware. Enquire today!

brand. Click through to learn more!

custom pen. Enquire now!

FD71XL.MTO
Clap Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD72.MTO
Glad Twist Metal Ball Pen

The classic Clap personalised pen is back! See what

Optimal comfort and superior design to best feature

stainless steel. What‘s not to love about this

your logo looks like running down the side of this stylish

your brand‘s logo. The Glad is everything you want in a

classic pen? Enquire today to learn more!

custom pen today. Give us a call!

pen. Enquire today to take a closer look!

A classic pen for a classic brand. Give your

FD86.MTO
Nolo Twist Metal Ball Pen
Beautiful black rubber finish with an accented

FD87.MTO
Push Metal Ball Pen

FD78.MTO
Sari Thin Twist Metal Ball Pen

FD83.MTO
Pegi Twist Metal Ball Pen

A pen that is almost shaped by the hand that holds

Imagine your logo propped against the matte black

these pens come in a variety of flexible design

it. For a sleek and slim classic corporate pen, look no

rubber of one of these classic corporate pens. To learn

styles to best suit your brand image

further than the Sari custom pen. Give us a call!

more about our custom pen series, give us a shout!

With a thicker body but light writing style,
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DISCOVER THE
COLLECTION
Eco-minded
Sustainable
Reusable

Water Bottles
Cups & Mugs
Straws

STRESS
RELIEVERS

www.iDPromoProducts.com
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Stress Relievers

T768
Squeeze Hippo

T769.LE
Squeeze House

T742
Squeeze Airplane

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

friendly hippo. Perfect for the office as a

friendly house. Perfect for the office as a

friendly airplane. Perfect for the office as a

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

T777
Squeeze Cube

T778
Squeeze Earth

T747
Squeeze Star

T771
Squeeze Cow

T767
Squeeze Duck

T770
Squeeze Crocodile

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

friendly cube. Perfect for the office as a

the world! Perfect for the office as a

friendly star. Perfect for the office as a

friendly cow. Perfect for the office as a

friendly duck. Perfect for the office as a

friendly crocodile. Perfect for the office as

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

a personalised gift for a colleague or client.

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

T763
Squeeze Volleyball

T762
Squeeze Golf Ball

T775
Squeeze Football

T773
Squeeze Shark

T743
Squeeze Apple

T765
Squeeze Heart

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

squeeze volleyball. Perfect for the office as

squeeze golf ball. Perfect for the office as

squeeze football. Perfect for the office as

friendly shark. Perfect for the office as a

friendly apple. Perfect for the office as a

friendly heart. Perfect for the office as a

a personalised gift for a colleague or client.

a personalised gift for a colleague or client.

a personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!
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T776
Squeeze Thumbs Up

T779
Squeeze Cricket Ball

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

squeeze thumbs up. Perfect for the office

squeeze cricket ball. Perfect for the office

as a personalised gift for a colleague or

as a personalised gift for a colleague or

client. Get in touch today!

client. Get in touch today!

T774
Squeeze Brain

T740
Squeeze Basketball

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

squeeze brain. Perfect for the office as a

squeeze basketball. Perfect for the office

personalised gift for a colleague or client.

as a personalised gift for a colleague or

Get in touch today!

client. Get in touch today!

T745
Squeeze Soccer Ball

T772
Squeeze Elephant

T741
Squeeze Ball

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

Nothing relieves stress better than this

squeeze soccer ball. Perfect for the office

friendly elephant. Perfect for the office as

custom squeeze ball. Perfect for the office as

as a personalised gift for a colleague or

a personalised gift for a colleague or client.

a personalised gift for a colleague or client.

client. Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!

Get in touch today!
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Bluetooth Speakers & Ear Buds

NP158
Drifters Bluetooth Earbuds

D505
OBI Bluetooth Speaker

T614
Manhattan 5-Watt Bluetooth Speaker

T615
Laguna 3-Watt Bluetooth Speaker

Stylish & sophisticated white earbuds. A perfect personalised gift

Compact yet powerful. This sleek bluetooth speaker is perfect for

The perfect desktop companion. This unique speaker can hold your

An air of modernity and sophistication. Have this sophisticated

for a valued client, with your unique branding attached. Speak to us

its transportability, yet boasts a built in subwoofer and supreme

phone while booming high quality sound. A great corporate gift

piece of tech as an extension to your brand today. A corporate gift

today to learn more!

sound. Enquire today!

idea. Secure yours now!

that your clients will love!

NP159
Bumble Bud Strap

T617
Santa Monica 10-Watt Bluetooth Speaker

T618
Venice 3-Watt Bluetooth Speaker

T433
Extended Base Ear Phones

Lose the stress of damaged earbuds by using a personalised

A top of the range piece of sophisticated tech. Secure this high

Bring the bohemian vibe to your next gathering with this unique

Experience a moment of inner peace with these sleek, high quality

Bumble Bud Strap carry case. Keep them safe and secure with your

quality promotional speaker today by calling us today!

promotional speaker. The high quality sound will not disappoint. The

earphones. Ready to be designed with your unique branding, they

learn more, click through!

make for a fine custom gift!

promotional branding on the front!
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T599
Boom Boss Speaker

T602
Maestro 6-Watt Wireless Speaker

FD504.09
Rock Wireless Speaker

FD504.06
Rock Wireless Speaker

Combine the branding of your team with an eco-minded edge with

A high quality speaker that seamlessly pairs with any bluetooth

Modern, slick and minimal, the Rock wireless speaker will make

Modern, slick and minimal, the Rock wireless speaker will make

these recycled PET plastic lanyards. Discover a more sustainable

device. See your branding on this unique promotional product.

jaws drop and heads turn! See why...

jaws drop and heads turn! See why...

alternative. Enquire today!

Contact us today!

D683
Geo Wireless Speaker

D687
Ruma Wireless Speaker

FD501.06UV
Bobby Wireless Speaker (Black)

FD501.09
Bobby Wireless Speaker (Silver)

A party speaker that can dance like no other! The rocking speaker

A modern and sleek design rolled into one expandable bluetooth

What better way to grab your customer‘s attention than with this

For a custom gift that speaks volumes, turn to this stunning silver

can swing and sway to your favourite tunes through its high quality

speaker. The Ruma Speaker makes for a great corporate gift for

unique all black custom speaker? For this and more premium

rubber and white custom speaker! Connect with us today to learn

sound. Enquire now!

treasured clients. Get in touch!

personalised gifts, enquire today!

more!
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Usbs & Tech Travel

FD501.06
Bobby Wireless Speaker (White)

FD500.09
Echo Wireless Speaker

NP154
Smartphone Straps

NP156
Expandit Phone Grip

This unique and minimal black rubber and white plastic custom

This custom speaker is nothing short of stylish and sophisticated.

Never drop your phone again with this must have tech accessory.

Appeal to a large modern audience with this trendy branded

speaker would make for one great personalised gift! See for

For this and more custom gifts that are sure to impress, contact us!

Doubling as a phone stand, this strap is a great practical

promotional item. The Expandit Phone Grip doubles as a phone

promotional item for your brand.

stand as well as a comfortable grip.

yourself!

FD500.06
Echo Wireless Speaker

FD503
Tuba Wireless Speaker

T551
Smart Wallet

T553
Kickstand Smart Phone Wallet

These branded bluetooth speakers make for a stylish personalised

Music lovers will adore these custom wireless speakers! For this

A smart wallet for any ocassion. Hold cards, cash, ID, tickets and

Unwrap your neatly tucked away earphones after flipping the base

gift your giftees will absolutely adore! Get in touch with us today.

and more unique personalised gifts, connect with us today!

more with this unique promotional item your clients are sure to love.

for your phone to stand on its own. This Smartphone Wallet has

Contact us now!

many capabilities. Enquire now!
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T556
2-in-1 Smart Wallet

T587
Mobile Phone Smart Ring & Stand

FD825.02
Clippi 1 Piece Cable Manager (Red)

FD825
Clippi 1 Piece Cable Manager (Blue)

Hold 2-3 cards with ease and wipe down your phone screen with

Hold your phone in place for that important video call, or improve

For a stylish and modern custom cable manager, look no further

This sleek black Clippi cable manager makes for one classy

the detachable cloth that comes with this promotional Smart Wallet.

the accessability of gripping your phone with this Smart Ring &

than the Clippi! Connect with us today!

corporate gift! See for yourself!

Enquire today!

Stand. Enquire today!

U902
The Durban 2G Flash Drive

FD834
Kyoto 3 in 1 Cable Keyring

FD825.06
Clippi 1 Piece Cable Manager (Black)

FD825.MTO
Clippi Cable Manager

Transfer those valuable files with ease. The Durban Flash Drive now

For a truly practical custom gift that your audience will value, opt

This sleek black Clippi cable manager makes for one classy

Be wire & hassle free with this unique personalised gift. Click

comes with either 2 or 4gb and a range of flashy colours. Enquire

for this highly versatile charging cable! Enquire today!

corporate gift! See for yourself!

through to learn more and elevate your branding!

now!
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FD833
Spinni Cable Organiser (Blue)

FD833.06
Spinni Cable Organizer (Black)

FD826.02
Snappi 1 Piece Cable Manager (Red)

FD826.06
Snappi 1 Piece Cable Manager (Black)

These stylish cable organisers make for a compact personalised

These stylish cable organisers make for a compact personalised

This striking red custom cable manager makes for one thoughtful

Working from home or the great outdoors is made simple with this

gift that makes working remotely easy! Connect with us today to

gift that makes working remotely easy! Connect with us today to

personalised gift that makes working remotely easy! See for

custom cable manager. For this and more unique custom gifts,

see for yourself.

see for yourself.

yourself!

enquire today!

FD833.02
Spinni Cable Organiser (Red)

FD833.MTO
Spinni Cable Organiser

FD826
Snappi 1 Piece Cable Manager (Blue)

FD826.MTO
Snappi 1 Piece Cable Manager

These stylish cable organisers make for a compact personalised

These stylish cable organisers make for a compact personalised

Working from home or the great outdoors is made simple with this

Working from home or the great outdoors is made simple with this

gift that makes working remotely easy! Connect with us today to

gift that makes working remotely easy! Connect with us today to

custom cable manager. For this and more unique custom gifts,

custom cable manager. For this and more unique custom gifts,

see for yourself.

see for yourself.

enquire today!

enquire today!
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FD862.06
Pulli Earbud Organiser (Black)

FD862.02
Pulli Earbud Organiser (Red)

FD867.02
Laci Cable Organiser (Red)

FD867.01
Laci Cable Organiser (Blue)

To get those rogue wires under control, this is one practical

To get those rogue wires under control, this is one practical

These malleable cable organisers may not be the custom gift we

These malleable cable organisers may not be the custom gift we

personalised gift that works wonders! For this and more unique

personalised gift that works wonders! Check us out for this and

want, but it‘s one we definitely need. Get your office space in order

want, but it‘s one we definitely need. Get your office space in order

products, enquire today!

more unique promotional products!

with these custom gifts!

with these custom gifts!

FD862
Pulli Earbud Organiser (Blue)

FD862.MTO
Pulli Earbud Organiser

FD867.06
Laci Cable Organiser (Black)

FD867.MTO
Laci Cable Organiser

To get those rogue wires under control, this is one practical

To get those rogue wires under control, this is one practical

These malleable cable organisers may not be the custom gift we

These malleable cable organisers may not be the custom gift we

personalised gift that works wonders! For this and more unique

personalised gift that works wonders! For this and more unique

want, but it‘s one we definitely need. Get your office space in order

want, but it‘s one we definitely need. Get your office space in order

products, enquire today!

products, enquire today!

with these custom gifts!

with these custom gifts!
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Power Banks & Charging Accessories

FD832
Shimi Universal Charging Cable

FD832.MTO
Shimi Universal Charging Cable

T975
Serpent 3 in 1 Charging Cable

T977
3 in 1 Charging Envelope

This compact charging and sync cable makes for easy remote or

This compact charging and sync cable makes for easy remote or

Size does matter. This 3 in 1 Charging Cable features 3m in

Dress to impress with this 3 in 1 Charging Envelope. Stuffed with a

on-the-go working. Your audience will love this custom gift. See for

on-the-go working. Your audience will love this custom gift. See for

length. No more cuddling up to the nearest powerpoint with this

multitude of charging options, this makes a great personalised gift.

yourself!

yourself!

promotional item. Enquire today!

Enquire today!

FD831
Zinc Universal Charging Cable

FD831.MTO
Zinc Universal Charging Cable

T973
Axis Round 5-Watts Wireless Charging Dock

T850
Axis Wireless 6000mAh Dock & Powerbank

Stylish and sophiscated, this charging cable makes a wonderful

Stylish and sophiscated, this charging cable makes a wonderful

Leave frustrating charging cables behind with this new cordless

Pave the way of the future with these custom Wireless Dock &

addition to your office supplies. For this and more branded

addition to your office supplies. For this and more branded

way of the future. These branded Wireless Charging Docks are

Powerbanks. Give this unique corporate gift to best exemplify your

promotional items, enquire today!

promotional items, enquire today!

available now. Enquire today!

brand. Get in touch today!
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T976
Axis Square 5-Watts Wireless Charging Dock

D682
THETA 4000mAh Power Bank

T584
Ultra Slim 2200mAh Power Bank

T309
Lismore 3200mAh Powerbank

Pave the way of the future with these custom Wireless Charging

An elegant promotional product for an elegant, but modern brand.

Don‘t let a dead phone hinder your productivity. The Ultra Slim

A slim and sleek phone powerbank for a busy lifestyle. Get this

Docks. Give this unique corporate gift to best exemplify your brand.

See the many features of this custom powerbank and raise the

Powerbank ensures a full charge throughout the day while featuring

unique personalised gift for a valued client or customer and

Get in touch today!

standards of your branding!

your stylish branding.

reinvigorate your branding!

D685
OLO 8000mAh Power Bank

FD401
Slam Dual USB Car Charger

T305
Ballina 2200mAh Powerbank

T300
Karera 2000mAh Powerbank

Bring class to your promotional products and raise the standard

For a highly-practical and sleek black dual USB car charger that is

A super slim and sleek design for a busy and on the go lifestyle. See

Leave phone chraging as an afterthought with our custom Karera

of your stunning brand with this 8000mAh Powerbank by Olo.

sure to impress, give us a call! We‘ve got you covered.

the benefit of all day phone charge and never let the productivity

Powerbanks, now in a range of colours and designs to best display

stop. Enquire now!

your brand. Enquire today!

Guarenteed to impress. Enquire today!
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T299
2200mAh Powerbank Bar

NP140
Slider 2200mAh Powerbank

T124
Rhom Charging Dock

T837
Mercedes 5000 mAh Power Bank

A swift and compact powerbank for a lifestyle that‘s always on the

This sleek and compact powerbank is available for your branding

A great promotional item, the Rhom Charging Dock sits at the

Leave phone charging as an afterthought with this classic

go. See how your branding looks on this promotional product today!

today. See why this would make a fine extension to your brand and

front of contemporary design. Display your brand on this unique

Mercedes Power Bank. The smooth surface allows for pristine

Click through!

get in touch with us!

promotional item. Contact us!

branding and a great personalised gift!

D688
4000mAh Power Bank Tablet Portfolio

T122
Ovo Charging Dock

D200
5000 mAh Zap Pack

D300
10,000mAh Zap Pack with LED Display

Versatility is the name of the game with this tablet portfolio! Find

Extend your brand‘s sophistication right down to your personal

Ensure your productivity never comes to a hold with this electronic

Power your phone and power your day with the 10,000mAh

out what all it has to offer. Contact us today to know more!

charging dock. The Ovo has it all, a fast charging experience and a

charging pack. The Zap Pack can hold up to 5000mAh and makes

Zap Pack. Included is a sleek LED display to really give an air of

nifty battery dock. Enquire!

for a great corporate gift!

sophistication. Contact us now!
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FD402
Bis Dual USB Car Charger

D680
Universal Magnetic Car Vent Mount

FD401.MTO
Slam Car Charger

FD402.MTO
Bis Car Charger

Improve your customer‘s driving experience by a mile with these

Improve your customer‘s driving experience by a mile with this

A must have accessory for any driver. Charge your phone on the go

Charge your personal devices on the go with this personalised car

nifty custom dual USB car chargers! For this and more unique

mount that fits easily into most car vents and has a powerful

with this dual port USB adapter with your unique branding. Contact

USB adaptor. This personalised gift and more, avaliable through us

custom gifts, enquire today!

magnet built in. Showcase your branding, contact us today!

us now to learn more!

today!

FD400
Kozo Tech Magnet (Round)

FD405
Kozo Tech Magnet (Rectangle)

FD910
Big Magnetic Car Gift Box

FD908
Magnetic Car Gift Box

These round custom tech magnets make for one clever

No driver should go without one of these custom tech magnets,

Versatile, sleek, and practical, this is one gift box that will leave

Searching for the ultimate personalised gift box that drivers

personalised gift that drivers will love! See for yourself!

that make for safe phone handling and joyful driving! Enquire today!

your giftees speechless! Enquire today about our premium branding

everywhere will be eager to get their hands on? Look no further!

solutions!

Take a look at what‘s inside!
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T121
Ignus Phone Holder

FD890
Cenastand Phone Stand

T400B
Energise Arm Band

RB1029
Tech Kit Pouch

Safety is key and with the Ignus Phone Holder, distractions while

A simple yet stylish design for a personalised gift. This piece of

Create convenience and ease with the Energise Arm Band.

A suave zippered Tech Kit Pouch. Perfect for holding all your

driving will be a way of the past. With your unique branding you

sophisticated aluminium makes for a great desk accessory and

Featuring a small pocket for your phone and key. Connect with us

technical bibs and bobs to make a great personalised gift or custom

have a fine promotional item!

promotional product. Enquire!

today!

bag. To learn more enquire now!

T262-6P
Glass Screen Protector

T561
Smart Wallet Lanyard

GBPMP
Rectangular Metallic Tin

GMPMB
Plastic Magnet Box

Never see that rippled screen again with our custom Glass Screen

This fantastic personalised gift functions as both a smartphone

Show the care for presentation with this branded Metallic Tin,

Show the care for presentation with this branded Plastic Box,

Protectors. With a load of sophisticated features, this product is a

lanyard and a convenient wallet to secure cards and cash. Enquire

perfect for your brand‘s custom USBs. Step up your branding today

perfect for your brand‘s custom USBs. Step up your branding today

must have! Enquire now!

with us today!

with this promotional product!

with this promotional product!
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FD890.MTO
Cenastand Phone Stand
A simple yet stylish design for a personalised gift. This piece of
sophisticated aluminium makes for a great desk accessory and
promotional product. Enquire!

T185
Smart Phone Fish Eye Lens
Get creative and take your photography to the next level with these
unique, perspective warping fisheye lenses. Click through to learn
more!
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T694
Survival Stylus

H904
Survival Band

H680
First Aid Travel Kit - 22 Piece

H357
Caviar Bead Cooling Pack

Master your environment with this all-in-one promotional

Navigate your way through this corporate world with

This 22-piece corporate first aid kit is a must-have in

A soothing coolness or a fiery warmth, this Caviar Bead

gift. The Survival Stylus is sure to leave an impression in

the Survival Band, a unqiue promotional tool that‘s full of

any office building! See why, call us today!

Cooling Pack can provide it all. Sure to create a sporty

the jungle that is this corporate world!

character and utility. Enquire today!

K485
Reflective Wrist Band

K489
Reflective Slap Wristband

H673
Summit First Aid Kit

K292
Vivace Bandage Dispenser

A simple yet effective way to promote your brand.

Be seen with this Reflective Slap Wristband. When half

The Summit First Aid Kit will bring a unique edge to your

A convenient, travel friendly carry case for your

These Reflective Wrist Bands are a must have for your

the fun is just putting it on, you know you‘re in for a treat!

branding. With all the contents of a standard first aid, be

bandages. Your client will love this promotional gift as

personalised products. Get in touch with us here!

Contact us now!

preapred for anything. Talk to us today!

safety should always come first. Enquire now!

K228
Silicone Earplug Keychain

H681
First Aid Travel Kit - 13 Piece

A4047
Mini Martello Keychain

D776
Professional 5 Metre Tape Measure

The Amalfi Pen is bound to attract attention to your

If you‘re searching for a corporate first aid kid, you can‘t

A must have key chain for versatility. This stainless steel

A must have for any person‘s tool box. This promotional

brand, whether its through its bold design or pen light.

pass up this 13-piece travel first aid kit! Contact us to

promotional product is waiting to serve as a unique

tape measure works like a charm to measure what you

Order your sample today!

know more!

extension to your brand. Contact us for more!

want the way you want. Check out our options today!

essence for your brand. Enquire today!
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K313
Mini Tape Measure

T565
The Carpenter

K158
Tape Measure with Level Key Chain

T673
Key Chain Tyre Gauge

A classic personalised gift that doesn‘t limit itself in

Measure twice and cut once with this sophisticated

This stylish personalised keychain has a secret. It‘s really

Ensure that productive day runs smoothly with this

versatility. This custom Mini Tape Measure is great in

measuring device. The rubber grip means it‘s

a handy promotional tool for any on the go occasion. Get

custom keychain that doubles as a tyre gauge. Measure

every ocassion and measures up to 1m length.

comfortable to hold and easy to secure. Enquire today!

in touch with us!

PSI of up to 34 kg and never let a flat bring you down!

T566
The Foreman

T567
All-In-One Tape Measure

T919
Flashlight Tool Kit with Level

L174
Fire-Bright 2-in-1 LED Flashlight

A sophisticated measuring device for the modern DIY

Have the right tool for the job with this compact all-in-

With 4 interchangable screwdriver bits, a level and an

Unscrew the top of this 70 lumen flashlight to reveal a

tradesman. See how your branding looks on this fine

one tape measure set. The number of items is too long

LED flashlight, this promotional tool is designed to suit

warmer lantern light for general outdoor activities. This

promotional tool or personalised gift. Enquire today!

to list with this dynamic arrangement. Enquire!

any job. To learn more contact us today!

personalised gift can be yours now. Enquire!

K153
Truck Tape Measure

K157
House Tape Measure

L333
Industrial Triple LED Flashlight

L340
Maverick Flashlight

Truck on brother, with this handy tape measure shaped

This nifty tape measure is disguised as a cute plastic

Your branding can shine as bright as this nifty Triple LED

This simple yet timeless aluminium flashlight is available

like a truck! Up to 1m in length with both imperial and

house on a keychain. Impress company when you‘re

promotional flashlight can. To secure a sample of this

to feature your custom branding. Simply talk to us today

metric readings. Contact us now to learn more!

ready to measure on the go. Click through to learn more!

ideal corporate gift, contact us!

to propel your promotional products!
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L707
7 LED Key Chain Flashlight

L713
Madison Magnetic Flashlight

L289
Turbo Keychain Flashlight

L345
Get Lit Logo Torch

This tiny aluminium flashlight packs a big punch with its

This vinyl covered promotional flashlight is a must have

A 3-in-1 Wombo Combo. This custom keychain functions

Place your brand under the spotlight with this custom

7 super bright LED lights. Perfect for any situation and

personalised gift. With an undeniable practicality this

as a bottle opener, a flashlight and a stylish branded

keychain and torch! Order your sample today.

very compact. Enquire today!

promotional product is waiting to be yours!

accessory for any client or colleague. Enquire now!

L342
Mini Swivel Head Flashlight

L330
Carabiner LED Flashlight with Gift Box

L280
Flexi Book Light

T382
Logo Projector Flashlight Pen

The Swivel Head Flashlight has an adjustable head with

This is one stylish and easy-access LED flashlight that

Read all night without disturbing others with an

Illuminate your brand with this Lego Projector Flashlight

a 180 degree flexible neck. Perfect for any situation and

will undoubtedly illuminate your brand. Get in touch

awkwardly placed torch. The Flexi Booklight makes for a

Pen. Get in touch to find out more about this product

very compact. Enquire today!

today!

great personalised gift. Learn more by enquiring today!

and others!

L712
Pop Light Bottle Opener Keychain

L705
14 LED Aluminium Flashlight

There‘s no other branding tool like this slick, multi-

A great personalised gift, this super bright flashlight

function bottle opener/keyholder/flashlight. Order your

features a 14 LED light with a matt black body and

sample today!

metallic highlights for optimal design and style.

look for a product that
you truly believe your
customers will get
good use from
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Lanyards & Accessories

L102.10
10mm Shoestring Custom Lanyard

L102.13
13mm Shoestring Custom Lanyard

L102.19
19mm Shoestring Custom Lanyard

Create a cohesive essence in your

Create a cohesive essence in your

Create a cohesive essence in your

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

in full colour and unlock the total potential

in full colour and unlock the total potential

in full colour and unlock the total potential

of your branding. Enquire today!

of your branding. Enquire today!

of your branding. Enquire today!

L131.10
10mm Custom Lanyard

L131.13
13mm Custom Lanyard

L131.19
19mm Custom Lanyard

L101E.10
10mm Recycled Custom Lanyard

L101E.13
13mm Recycled Custom Lanyard

L101E.19
19mm Recycled Custom Lanyard

Create a cohesive essence in your

Create a cohesive essence in your

Create a cohesive essence in your

Combine the branding of your team with

Combine the branding of your team with

Combine the branding of your team with

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

an eco-minded edge with these recycled

an eco-minded edge with these recycled

an eco-minded edge with these recycled

in full colour and unlock the total potential

in full colour and unlock the total potential

in full colour and unlock the total potential

PET plastic lanyards. Discover a more

PET plastic lanyards. Discover a more

PET plastic lanyards. Discover a more

of your branding. Enquire today!

of your branding. Enquire today!

of your branding. Enquire today!

sustainable alternative. Enquire today!

sustainable alternative. Enquire today!

sustainable alternative. Enquire today!

L101.10
10mm Custom Lanyard

L101.13
13mm Custom Lanyard

L101.19
19mm Custom Lanyard

L104.10
10mm Bamboo Custom Lanyard

L104.13
13mm Bamboo Custom Lanyard

L104.19
19mm Bamboo Custom Lanyard

Unique texture and premium branding

Unique texture and premium branding

Unique texture and premium branding

Explore the potential of eco-minded and

Explore the potential of eco-minded and

Explore the potential of eco-minded and

come together in this 10mm lanyard. With

come together in this 13mm lanyard. With

come together in this 13mm lanyard. With

discover an essential for team branding.

discover an essential for team branding.

discover an essential for team branding.

glow in the dark or foam raised imprint

glow in the dark or foam raised imprint

glow in the dark or foam raised imprint

Made from bamboo fibres, this custom

Made from bamboo fibres, this custom

Made from bamboo fibres, this custom

available, make a statement. Shop today!

available, make a statement. Shop today!

available, make a statement. Shop today!

lanyard is biodegradable. Enquire today!

lanyard is biodegradable. Enquire today!

lanyard is biodegradable. Enquire today!
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L105.Gold
19mm Glitter Custom Lanyard

L105.Silver
19mm Glitter Custom Lanyard

L151
19mm Custom Lanyard
Create a cohesive essence in your

L911.10
10mm Dual
AttachmentuyCustom Lanyard

L911.13
13mm Dual
Attachment Custom Lanyard

L911.19
19mm Dual
Attachment Custom Lanyard

Make an eccentric statement at events

Make an eccentric statement at events

and connect your team through brilliant

and connect your team through brilliant

branding with a personalised lanyard. Print

Double the practicality with this dual

Double the practicality with this dual

Double the practicality with this dual

attachment lanyard, connecting your team

attachment lanyard, connecting your team

branding. This glitter custom lanyard will

branding. This glitter custom lanyard will

in full colour and unlock the total potential

attachment lanyard, connecting your team

unearth a sense of drama. Shop today!

unearth a sense of drama. Shop today!

of your branding. Enquire today!

through convenience and brilliant branding.

through convenience and brilliant branding.

through convenience and brilliant branding.

L106.10
10mm Nylon Custom Lanyard

L106.13
13mm Nylon Custom Lanyard

L106.19
19mm Nylon Custom Lanyard

K306
Retractable Badge Holder

K301
Round Badge Holder

K303
Rectangle Badge Holder

Your client will love that extra touch of

Your client will love that extra touch of

Your client will love that extra touch of

From signing into work to keeping your ID

From signing into work to keeping your ID

From signing into work to keeping your ID

shine and texture offered by a nylon

shine and texture offered by a nylon

shine and texture offered by a nylon

on hand, this Retractable Badge Holder is a

on hand, this Retractable Badge Holder is a

on hand, this Retractable Badge Holder is a

lanyard. With unique print options available,

lanyard. With unique print options available,

lanyard. With unique print options available,

daily essential for all your branding needs.

daily essential for all your branding needs.

daily essential for all your branding needs.

order a sample today!

order a sample today!

order a sample today!

Talk to us today!

Talk to us today!

Talk to us today!

L133e
Recycled Shoe Laces

L133
Shoe Laces

T561
Smart Wallet Lanyard

K504
Badge Holders

K505
Badge Holders

K508
The Big Event Badge Holder

Bring your branding to life with an eco-

A unique way to bring your branding to life,

This fantastic personalised gift functions

Partner a custom lanyard with a badge

Partner a custom lanyard with a badge

Partner a custom lanyard with a badge

minded consciousness and vibrant print.

shoe laces will see your logo in full colour

as both a smartphone lanyard and a

holder that brings cohesion and brilliance

holder that brings cohesion and brilliance

holder that brings cohesion and brilliance

These recycled shoe laces are a unique

and customisation. Order a sample today!

convenient wallet to secure cards and

to your client‘s branding. Enquire today!

to your client‘s branding. Enquire today!

to your client‘s branding. Connect with us

way to customise. Order a sample today!
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cash. Enquire with us today!

today to know more!
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K507
The Tradeshow Badge Holder
Partner a custom lanyard with a badge holder that brings cohesion
and brilliance to your client‘s branding. Connect with us today to
know more!

K506
Badge Holders
Partner a custom lanyard with a badge holder that brings cohesion
and brilliance to your client‘s branding. Enquire today!
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DISCOVER THE
COLLECTION
Efficiency
Practicality
Executive

Notebooks
Compendiums
Recycled

WORKPLACE

www.iDPromoProducts.com
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Workspace

T939
Fredonia Notebook

T505
Banyan Notepad

T938
Carlton Notebook

For a personalised notebook designed

This handy 90-page personalised

Looking for sustainably crafted custom

with sustainability in mind, look no further

notebook makes for one great corporate

notebooks? You‘re in the right place! Get in

than the Fredonia! Contact us today to

gift! See for yourself, give us a call!

touch with us today!

know more!

D621
Nero A5 Notebook

JT122
Koda Survival Notebook

EX105
AGRADE Pocket Memo Pad

Look no further for a classic and

Eco-friendly, simple, and stylish. Say hello

These rugged and rustic custom pads will

sophsticated design, the Nero is the

to the Koda, a custom notebook and your

leave your audience speechless! Order

notebook your client will love. Contact us

new office best friend! Order a sample

your sample today!

today!

today!

EX107
AGRADE Journal with Elastic

D110
Temple A4 Soft Leather Brief

D187
Inca Folder

Searching for a classic yet stylish

A workplace essential, keep organised and

For a highly versatile and stylish branded

personalised journal with a built-in elastic

prepared with this Soft Leather Brief. With

folder that will undoubtedly make your

closure and 80 sheets of lined paper? This

clear space for bold branding, Enquire

brand stand out, check out this folder

is the one for you. Order today!

today to get a sample!

Contact us today!

D425
Crosswise Notebook

D185
Chesterfield Notebook

D422
Edge A5 Journal

D967
Conrad Zippered 3
Ring Compendium

D968
Conrad Zippered 3
x D Ring Compendium

T927
The Rio Grande Recycled
Notebook

This personalised notebook flaunts classic

Keep your worklplace full of bright ideas

A timeless classic, the Edge A5 Journal

This slick and highly-versatile

For a highly-versatile compendium, look

Not only do these custom journals look

stitching and textured material, which your

with the Chesterfield Notebook! With a

is the perfect way to get your client’s

compendium is all class! You‘ll want to get

no further than the Conrad Zippered 3 x D

stunning, but they come with a heavy

customer is bound to love. Connect with

black cover, branding will be vibrant and

branding into the every day. Give us a call

your hands on this one! Connect with us

Ring. Connect with us today to learn more!

recycled cardboard cover wrapped in

us today to learn more!

bold. Order a sample today!

today!

today to learn more!
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vinyl, so they feel amazing!
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T930
Recycled Paper Notebook

T932
Recycled Journal Book

T933
Recycled Jotter Pad

D956
Dallas A4 Executive Pad Cover

D827
Gull Ultra Hyde Compendium

From the texture to the features, discover

D883
Essex Leather Zippered 3 Ring
Compendium

Searching for a 100% recycled

This unique custom journal design is sure

For a custom notebook and pad that all

personalised notebook that‘s also super

to make your logo stand out! Reach out

eco-friendly warriors will love, look no

a product that aids the modern executive.

Protect your papers or find a starting

stylish, you‘re in luck! Give us a call!

today to see for yourself!

The Dallas A4 Executive Pad Cover is a

point for daily tasks; your client will loved

brand image like a compendium and

further than the Recycled Jotter Pad!
Enquire today!

modern statement. Contact us today!

the Essex Leather ZIpped Compendium.
Contact us here today!

Nothing communicates a professional
the Gull Ultra Hide is another level of
sophistication. Contact us today to learn
more!

J151
Frosty Notepad

T931
The Enviro Recycled Notebook

T934
Small Tuck Journal Book

D911
Star A4 Pad Cover

D912
Star Zippered A4 Compendium

These A5 personalised notebooks are sure

If it‘s an environmentally-friendly

Take it from us, this is a one-of-kind

This equally stylish and economical

Simple, stylish, and versatile. These are

D984
Dallas Zippered 3 Ring
Compendium

to put a skip in your customers‘ step! Take

personalised notebook you‘re searching

personalised notebook you‘ll want to

custom pad will have you re-thinking your

the qualities of your next custom notebook

Have your brand displayed on this simply

a look at why....today!

for, call off the search. Take a look at this

display your brand on... Get in touch today!

branded corporate gift. Enquire today!

accessory! Find out more today!

classly custom stationery item. Order your
sample today!

charming promotional product!

T935
Large Tuck Journal Book

T936
Aria Recycled Notebook

D166
Carlos A4 Tec-Portfolio

D876
Delta Zippered A4 Compendium

Keeping all your office essentials at

D999
Kyoto A4 Compendium with
iPad Holder

You‘ll love how eco-friendly, stylish, and

This eco-friendly personalised notebook

simple this custom notebook is. See for

will make your audience look good and feel

the ready, the Carlos Tec-Portfolio has

This slick black custom compendium with

yourself, order a sample today!

even better! Order a sample today!

iPad holder is bound to put a smile on your

compendium makes for one perfect

everything you need for your daily grind.
Enquire today!

customer‘s or giftee‘s face. See why, get in
touch today!
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This slick and minimal custom
corporate gift! For this and more
personalised stationery items, enquire

D980
Calculator to suit
Dallas/Lucerne Range
For a classic calculator to complete your
desk space, we‘ve got you covered! Reach
out to us today!

today!
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EX113
AGRADE Executive Desk Caddy

K247
Easy Reader Magnifier Ruler

Instantly spruce up any office space with

K235
Pocket Ruler Magnifier
with Sleeve

this stylish Desk Caddy! For this and more

For this and more unique branded

gifts, such as this 3-in-1 custom ruler!

personalised accessories, enquire today!

stationery items, contact us today to know

Take a look at our offerings...

We are your one stop shop for promotional

more!

T954
Adhesive Note Marker Strip Book

T943
Dalton Adhesive Note Book

K113
30cm Plastic Ruler

This book of neon adhesive strip

In our opinion, this should be an office

Even the noble 30cm Plastic Ruler makes

markers are sure to brighten up even the

or study staple! See why... Give us a call

for great a promotional product. Check out

dullest office space! For this and more

today!

this custom ruler today!

D688
Power Bank Tablet Portfolio

EC221
Enviro Folder with Pen

Versatility is the name of the game with

Eco-friendly has never looked so stylish!

this tablet portfolio! Find out what all it has

See for yourself! For this and more eco-

to offer...

friendly branding solutions, give us a call!

personalised stationery items, contact us!
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If you can't find what
you're looking for,
please contact us
and let us help
you find that...
"just perfect"
product for
you.

Design | Print | Web | Promo | Photo
Phone: 07 3264 7474
www.iDStyle.com
Our Website Dedicated To Promotional Products
www.iDPromoProducts.com

Promotional
Products work!
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